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Introduction
Are you enjoying your work?  Do you
get up every morning looking forward
to go to work?  Do you come home
from work content?  At the end of the
day, do you feel satisfied that you
accomplished some good deeds?  If
you answered yes to any of these
questions, consider yourself
extremely lucky.  If you answered no,
please continue to read and apply
some of the ideas discussed in this
book.

Creating a fun atmosphere in the workplace increases productivity,
morale, and makes the company more profitable and competitive.
Fun is contagious.  Everybody wants to have fun and be part of fun
activities.  Any one can create and have fun @ work no matter where
they work, or what position they are in.

More than half of the world’s population does not enjoy their work.
They work because they have to.  They work to survive.  Work is one
of those things that most of us have to do.  Sometimes we feel that
we do not have any choice.  So, we continue working at the same
place for many years.  We end up forcing ourselves to go to work day
in and day out.  We need to accept those things that we can not
change, and do our best to make it more fun so we can bear it more
easily.  In addition, we should pray the following: “God grant us the
serenity to accept the things we can not change, courage to change
the things we can and wisdom to know the difference.”

We must work, but we do not have to suffer through it.  There are
more than enough stress causing events and circumstances in our
lives.  Some of them we cannot avoid.  So, we accept the situation
and live with them.  As we live with these circumstances, the
additional stresses build up and continuously hurt our lives, our
health, and our relationships.

Since most of us must work and do not enjoy at least some of the
aspects of it, we need to make work more fun and stress free.  We
need to make it more fun because work related activities consume
most of our waking hours.  We spend most of our waking hours either
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at work, or getting ready for work, or going to or coming from work.  If
we just decrease the stresses from our work-related circumstances
we will decrease majority of our stresses.  This in turn will have
positive effect on the rest of our lives.

We can make work more fun, if we just decide to be bold, flexible,
improve our attitudes, and apply some of the ideas listed in this book.

Objectives of the book

The main objective of this book is to add fun and excitement in your
work life.  It could be at your regular daily activities, at your place of
work, at home or any place where you spend majority of your time.
As you have more fun at work, you will also reap many other benefits.
You will be less stressed, more relaxed, more fun to be with, more
cooperative, more communicative.  As you decrease your stress level
and get more relaxed, your mind will work better and you will solve
many of your daily challenges in much more creative and innovative
ways.  Your immune system will work better and keep you away from
common sicknesses.  Additionally, you will spend more time at work
willingly and you will become more productive.

When you apply some of the suggestions included in this book, you
will see a big difference in your life.  You will enjoy life more and you
will be a positive influence to those around you.  You will help
individuals at your home, work, and community.  You will become a
catalyst for fun.  You will have more friends and individuals that will
want to spend more time with you, because they will enjoy being near
you.

Organization

This book is organized in a way to make it easy for you to apply some
of these ideas and make work more fun.  Besides the introduction, it
has five sections, cartoons, fun ideas, ideas generation,
implementation, and references.

In the Introduction section, we discuss why we need to have more fun
at work, myths, research results, benefits, and on how the book could
be used.

The cartoons section include special work related cartoons.  Ron Paul
is the creative illustrator of the cartoons.  They are randomly placed to
make them more enjoyable to you as you flip through pages.  We
also include a cartoon key word index to help you find a particular
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cartoon for your special use.  In this section, we also discuss and give
ideas on how you may use these cartoons.

In the fun ideas section we included fifty different fun ideas that could
be implemented at work easily.

The Fun Ideas Generation section provides seven creativity tools to
help you develop some of your own ideas on having more fun at
work.  These tools could be used by one person or a group of people
to develop innovative fun ideas to make work more pleasurable.
They may also be used in many other areas to generate innovative
and creative ideas.

The Implementation section includes special tools and processes to
help you implement a strategic approach to have more fun at work.
In this section, we cover destiny roadmap and vital success elements.
Destiny roadmap is a seven-step process we can take to reach our
destiny.  We will consider our destiny to be having more fun at work.
Vital success elements are some simple key steps we need to take to
assure that we reach our predetermined destiny.  Just like the
creativity tools discussed in the Ideas Generation section, these tools
may also be used to implement any other item for you or your group.

The end of the book includes many references to help you find other
documents and tools related to having more fun at work.  The
references include books, articles, seminars, and internet web sites
URLs.

Definition of fun

Before we go further let us define fun at work.  First let us look at how
Merriam-Webster defines fun in their dictionary web site, at
http://www.m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary:

1 : what provides amusement or enjoyment; specifically :
playful often boisterous action or speech <full of fun>

2 : a mood for finding or making amusement <all in fun>
3 : a : AMUSEMENT, ENJOYMENT <sickness takes all

the fun out of life>
b : derisive jest : SPORT, RIDICULE <a figure of fun>

4 : violent or excited activity or argument <let a snake
loose in the classroom; then the fun began>

Synonyms: FUN, JEST, SPORT, GAME, PLAY - mean action or
speech that provides amusement or arouses laughter.
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FUN usually implies laughter or gaiety but may imply merely
a lack of serious or ulterior purpose <played cards just
for fun>.

JEST implies lack of earnestness in what is said or done and
may suggest a hoaxing or teasing <hurt by remarks
said only in jest>.

SPORT applies especially to the arousing of laughter against
someone <teasing begun in sport led to anger>.

GAME is close to SPORT, and often stresses mischievous or
malicious fun <made game of their poor relations>.

PLAY stresses the opposition to earnest without implying
malice or mischief <pretended to strangle his brother in
play>.

As you can see fun has many meanings.  Most of the time it is
considered to have lack of serious or ulterior purpose.  Contrary to
those beliefs, fun as described and applied as this book suggests is a
very serious business.  It has a specific profound purpose.  The main
purpose of fun at work is to improve the lives for those that apply the
concepts and for those around them.  As discussed in the research
summary section, when you have more fun at work you will be more
productive and healthy.

The definition of fun for this book differs from that in Webster’s and is
the following:

Harmless activities in conjunction with work that
produce pleasure to all involved.

Harmless – no one gets hurt, physically or emotionally.  We
need to make sure that all we do in the name of fun is
positive, good, clean, lovely, and right.

In conjunction with work  – without degrading work quality
or quantity

Produce pleasure  – produce some good feeling.  It does not
have to be laughter all the time.  It may just be friendly
remarks, clean jokes, caring gestures, celebrations of
small successes or events such as TGIF, etc.

To all involved – all involved may be just you, or two of you,
or the entire corporation.

Before we can apply any of these ideas, we need to evaluate our
general attitude about our work and coworkers.  Our attitude is the
key to our success in life.  We choose to have positive or negative
attitude towards anything.  Since we choose our attitude, we need to
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be aware of them and see how we can make sure that we have and
are choosing to have positive attitudes always.

Stress can lead to poor attitude.  When we get in a rut and start
having negative attitude, we need to study the situation.  Consider the
negative outcomes that we are creating by our negative attitudes and
then make the appropriate changes to have a positive attitude.  Some
of these changes might be as simply as focus.  We may be focusing
on the negative elements.  We need to change our focus to the
positive aspects of the situation.

We always go towards our focus in life.  For example, when we first
started riding a bicycle, we were nervous and fell a few times.  This
was because we were looking at the problem (the object we might hit
or fall into).  We need to recognize the problem and focus on the
solution, not the problem.  We need to see the solution beyond the
problem, similar to the character in the movie Patch Adams.  He was
showing four fingers to everyone and asking them what they saw.
When they said four fingers he got mad and left them.  Finally he told
Patch Adams (played by Robin Williams), “look beyond the problem
and see the solution, beyond the problem.”  When Patch did this, he
saw eight fingers.

Try this, stretch your hand forward, and hold your hand in front of you
with your four fingers separated.  Look at your fingers, then focus on
something beyond your fingers, then you will notice eight fingers.
You will see eight only when you focus beyond your fingers.  As soon
as you look directly at your fingers, you will see only four.  We need to
always recognize our problems and focus on the solutions or we will
keep falling in the trap. Like the new bicycle rider, if he focuses on the
hole he will fall in it.  If the rider sees the hole and focuses on going
around it, he will be safe.

There are many cases where we can not change our focus, or the
situation.  If this is the case, we need to either get out of the situation
totally or accept them as they are and force ourselves to have
positive attitude.  We will not have the positive emotion right away.
We need to start to take positive steps first.  Like the pastor of my
church, Mick Ukleja, says, “motion before emotion.” This simply
means that feelings follow action.  Emotion of positive attitude will
come after we start thinking and acting in a positive way.

Attitude is key to success  and it is a choice.  We need to have
complete control on our attitudes and choose to have and display
positive attitudes always.  Charles Swindoll best describes the
importance of attitude as follows:
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“The longer I live, the more I realize the impact of attitude
on life.  Attitude, to me, is more important than facts.  It is
more important than the past, than education, than
money, than circumstances, than failures, than
successes, than what other people think, or say, or do.  It
is more important than appearance, giftedness, or skill.
It will make or break a company.… a church…. a home.
The remarkable thing is we have a choice every day
regarding the attitude we will embrace for that day.  We
cannot change our past…. we cannot change the fact
that people will act in a certain way.  We cannot change
the inevitable.  The only thing we can do is play on the
one string we have, and that is our attitude.  I am
convinced that life is 10% what happens to me and 90%
how I react to It.  And so it is with you….  we are in
charge of our Attitudes.”

How is your attitude towards your work?  Please take a few moments
and think about the answer and write them down in the space
provided for you.

How would you rate your attitude, between 1 and 10?  10 being the
best positive attitude you can have.

What would it take, what would you do to increase your rating by one
point?

What would it take, what would you do to make it 10, the best attitude
you can have?
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Once you complete your answers to the above questions, review
them.  Start applying some of the ideas that you generated.  If you
have problems applying them, refer to the implementation section of
this book.  There you will find some innovative tools to help you apply
them and change your character to have positive attitude all the time.
As you improve your attitude, it will in turn improve the quality of your
life and those around you.

Myths about fun @ work

There are so many myths about having fun at work.  Like other myths
they are not true.

We can not have fun @ work and be productive

The first myth is that we can not have fun @ work and be productive.
This is only true when the workers are just having fun and are not
working when they should be working.  You can have fun at work if
you have fun as defined earlier as follows:

Harmless activities in conjunction with work that produce
pleasure to all involved.

Harmless – no one gets hurt, physically or emotionally.  We
need to make sure that all we do in the name of fun
is positive, good, clean, lovely, and right.

In conjunction with work  – without degrading work quality
or quantity

Produce pleasure  – produce some good feeling.  It does not
have to be laughter all the time.  It may just be
friendly remarks, clean jokes, caring gestures,
celebrations of small successes or events such as
TGIF, etc.

To all involved - all involved may be just you, or two of you,
or the entire corporation.

We have to make sure that we implement this in conjunction with
work, without degrading work quality or quantity.
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The boss does not want us to have fun

Bosses are people like you and I.  They also want to have fun at work
if they can.  If the guidelines described in this book are adhered to,
the bosses will also participate in the fun activities you organize.

It is difficult to have fun @ work

It is difficult to have fun at work in the ordinary definition of fun.  If fun
is controlled and applied as described in this book, it will be tolerated
and the benefits will be noticed in short time.  After a while more of
the staff will participate in the fun activities and make it even more
enjoyable to work at your site.

We will look silly

At the beginning it will definitely feel awkward.  It will take only one or
two trials and you will be well on your way to have more fun at work
and get many others to join you.  One of the suggestions covered in
the ideas section, is to take a few of your favorite toys to work.  Every
so often, just for a second or two you use it to change the negative
attitude or the negative atmosphere.  Ask others to do the same.

When I first did this at one of the largest aerospace companies in the
US, it felt very weird.  I took a foam ball to my office, and once in
while I threw it at someone just for the fun of it.  I’ll found other
excuses to throw the ball to people, such as interruptions, or when
one person came late to my meetings, or changed the subjects or
talked too much, or used some negative words or killer phrases.  All
of them took it in a positive and fun way, and within a few weeks
others brought other toys.  Whenever one got bored or frustrated,
either he or someone else used their toys to change the mood.
Having toys at your desk also stimulate your mind to produce more
creative solutions, like most of us did when we were kids.

I can not have fun @ work without the approval of my boss

The boss does not have to know everything that you do 100% of the
time at work.  If your work quality and quantity is good and with
additional fun, as described in this book, improves it, the boss will be
happy with the work improvements.  And when he finds out about the
fun activities that contributed to it, he will encourage that type of
activities in the future for you and others in your group and
corporation.
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Research summary

Researchers are finding that fun and playfulness at work can help
people take better, more creative approach to the way they work. Fun
and laughter boost the body’s production of endorphins, natural
chemicals that combat fatigue and promote health and creativity.  The
serious benefits of fun have been well established.

• David J. Abramis, Ph.D., is one of the leading
psychologists who led research projects in the area of fun
and humor in work environment.  He is an organizational
consultant and associate professor of management and
human resource management in the School of Business
Administration at California State University, Long Beach,
California.  Dr. Abramis concluded that when compared
to people who do not find fun in their work, employees
who do find fun or create fun at work report they are:

1. Less anxious, less depressed, more satisfied with
their jobs and with their lives in general, more
convinced that other people have fun at work,

2. More motivated by their work,
3. More creative at work,
4. Better able to meet job demands and less likely to be

absent or late to work.

• Robert Levering, Milton Moscowitz and Michael Katz give
many examples of playfulness and fun in "The Hundred
Best Companies to Work for in America”.

• Other experts have also recommended laughter, jokes
and joy in general as essential tools of management for
defusing tension, making meetings more productive and
improving creativity.

• Research supports the idea that fun at work can be
especially beneficial to creativity.  Psychologist Alice Isen
and her colleagues at the University of Maryland, found
that people who “felt good” after seeing a humorous film
solved problems more creatively.  Similarly, Mary Ann
Glyn, assistant professor of organizational behavior at
Yale University, discovered that people who see
problems as games come up with more creative solutions
than those who consider the same problems as work.
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• A survey by Hodge-Cronin & Associates found that 98%
of 737 CEOs preferred job candidates with a sense of
humor over those without.

Learning some of these study results, I developed a workshop.  In the
workshop, I use many techniques to create fun and generate
technical and cost reduction solutions.  It is called Focused Innovation
Workshop.  With the use of humor and fun elements I get the
participants to become more relaxed, stress free, communicative,
cooperative, and creative.  This approach, in addition with other
techniques, is working very well and we are producing impressive
results:

• The first innovation workshop was focused on rocket
propellant densification, real “rocket science”.  This
company had only one patent in this technology and
wanted to generate new ideas and protect their patent
with a few other patents.  At the end of two six-hour
sessions with eight participants, we generated 12
invention disclosures that are about to become four new
patents in the same technology.

• Another workshop was focused on space shuttle
database cost reduction.  There we generated 130 good
ideas.  This workshop consisted of two four-hour
sessions and eight participants.  The team reviewed the
130 ideas and selected 13 of them to work on.  They sent
each idea to an expert in the field.  Each was asked to
estimate implementation cost and expected savings.  The
total estimated implementation cost for those 13 ideas
summed up to be $750,000, with potential savings of
$4,900,000 per year for five years.  As of this writing, six
of the 13 ideas are implemented with actual savings of
$440,000.

Application of fun at work especially to improve quality and quantity of
work really works as we have seen in the Focused Innovation
Workshops.

At this point I must also share with you about Solomon and his
conclusion.  He was the wisest and the richest king of his time, about
3000 years ago.  He tried everything he could think of to get
fulfillment and satisfaction.  As he was trying all these things, he
states:
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“So I became greater than any of the Kings in Jerusalem
before me, and with it I remained clear-eyed, so that I
could evaluate all things.  Anything I wanted, I took, and
did not restrain myself from any joy .  I even found great
pleasure in hard work.” Ref. Ecclesiastes 3:9-10.

He concluded his evaluation by the following statement:

“So I saw that there is nothing better for men than that
they should be happy in their work , for that is what they
are here for, and no one can bring them back to life to
enjoy what will be in the future, so let them enjoy it now .”
Ref. Ecclesiastes 3:22.

Two chapters later he states the following:

“Well, one thing, at least, is good: it is for a man to eat
well, drink a good glass of wine, accept his position in
life, and enjoy his work  whatever his job may be, for
however long the Lord may have him live.”  Ref.
Ecclesiastes 5:18

Three thousand years ago it was concluded that we need to enjoy our
work.  Current research, others’ experiences, and the results of my
workshops also prove that as people enjoy their work they are more
creative and productive.  Being more productive improves the bottom
line for the company.  Therefore, companies do not have any valid
reason to forbid or hinder application of fun at work as described in
this book.

How to use this book

This book is not designed to be read cover to cover at one sitting.  It
is designed to be a workbook.  It is not written to just entertain you.  It
is written to encourage you to get out of your comfort zone and try
some of these ideas to improve the quality of your work-life and those
around you.  To get the most benefit from the content, you need to
take one step at a time and apply as many of the suggestions as
soon as possible.

By the way, did you answer the questions on attitude included earlier
in this chapter?  If you did, you are on the right track.  If not, please
do yourself a favor, go back, answer them, and apply some of the
suggestions you derive from your answers.
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The only way to benefit from what we learn is to apply them.  If we do
not apply, it will be like the person who goes to piano concerts and
hopes to learn to play piano.  That person could go to a concert every
day for many years, and he will never learn to play piano.  He will
learn when he applies, and practices the techniques of playing the
piano.  Only the knowledge of the musical sounds and notes do not
make a pianist.  Similarly, just knowing about the benefits and the
many ideas of fun at work will not create the benefits of actually
having fun at work.  We need to apply and practice what we learn in
order to make it real in our lives.  So, please apply as many ideas you
can that you feel comfortable with.  If you do not feel comfortable with
any of them, please use the creativity tools, covered in the ideas
generation section, to generate some ideas to create more fun in your
work-life.
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Section I: Cartoons

One the best ways to decrease stress
and increase pleasure at work is to
create humor.  With stress levels in
Corporate America at an all-time high,
this is not always easy to do.
However, you can use some simple
strategies.  They could be
implemented without hurting your job
security or budget.  One of the
simplest ways is to make fun of work
circumstances is through the use of
cartoons.  Many of them are depicted
in Ron Paul’s cartoons.

Ron is the illustrator of these cartoons.  Ron has unique talents and a
great sense of humor.  You will see them in the pages ahead.  You
may enjoy them in the sequential order.  Or you may use the cartoon
index, chapter 2, using key words to find a specific cartoon you need.
This index includes more than 550 key words to help you find the
appropriate cartoon.  The key word index refers to cartoon numbers.
They are all in chapter 3, in cartoon number order.  At the beginning
of the same chapter there is a table for cartoons.  It refers you to the
specific page to find a particular cartoon.

The cartoons are numbered.  They do not have textual titles.  This
was done intentionally.  If word headings, or titles were used, they
would be taking away some ingredients from the cartoons.  The titles
will get you thinking mostly in one aspect of it.  By not seeing textual
titles, you will see many different meanings from each cartoon.
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Chapter 1: How to use the cartoons in this book

First think of a key word
then skim through the
cartoon index in the next
chapter.  As you find the
key word, next to the
word you will find a
minimum of one cartoon
number that depicts the
key word.  Some of them
have more than one
cartoon.  There are more
than 550 key words in the index.

For example, look for the key word “pager”.  Next to it you will find
four numbers.  These numbers are the numbers of the four cartoons
that include pager.  You may go to chapter 3 and find the cartoon
going through the pages.  They are placed in numeric order.  Or you
may use the cartoon table of content to find the page number.

As you find the cartoon you like, you need to share it with others to
get more enjoyment out of it.  You may copy it and place it on your
desk, bulletin board in your office or outside.  As you think of
additional ideas to make it more funny, add them to the cartoons.
You may want to emphasize certain parts or statements.  Use a
highlighter and/or colored pencil then color the areas needing
emphasis.  You may want to add names and other statements to
relate to your specific situation.  When using names, be sure that the
other individual will not take offense to the joke.

Use the cartoons to start a meeting on a positive mood.  You may
include them as part of the briefings as if you forgot them there.  Or
you may want to use it anytime when there is a need to change the
negative atmosphere.

You need to refresh your bulletin boards weekly to make them more
interesting and current.  As part of your bulletin board update, place a
different cartoon on it weekly.

If you get other ideas on the use of cartoons, please do not hesitate
to e-mail  them to  me at kct@quickconnection.com.
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Chapter 2: Cartoon key word 
index 

  
  
academy    54 
accident   32 49  167 
accident (cont'd) 174 187 
acronyms    49 
admiration 130 
advanced   88 
advice        68  
after vacation 177  
aging 11  
airbag 138  
alien 7  
animal testing 141  
apology 108  
apple 102  
are you there …? 105  
around the room 172  
astrologer 122  
ATM 52 176  
attachment 13  
automatic check-drafts 162  
auto. teller machine 176 176 

  

  

  

back side 35  
badge 29 137  
banana 84  
beach nerd 115  
beans 149  
before computers 139  
belt tightening 158  
Bert 54  
between his ears 16  
bigger trouble 94  
Bill Gates 42  
bird 127  
blocking my view 115  
blood bank 96  

Bob is full 49  
bonding 89  
boss 6 13 2297  
boss (cont'd)  100, 101, 104, 116  
boss (cont'd)  119, 169, 170  
brain 151 16  
bran 151  
break 48 130  
breakfast 187  
bridgeworks 148  
Bronx 173  
bulletins 83  
bus loading zone 99  
busy 100  
C-3PO 193  
CAD 154 166168  
can't talk now 150  
Captain Kirk 37  
car problem 8 19  
cash machines 176  
cat 127  
cave man 182  
cereal 124  
charts 95  
cheers 102  
chest 29  
Chinese Macintosh 88  
cigarette 130  
class 174  
closed door 169  
coffee 10 273648  
coffee (cont'd) 53 6365 155  
coffee (cont'd) 156 197204  
coffee maker 58  
coffee warmer 58  
committee 26 46  
complete 205  
complex management 199  
computelevision 111 

Berge
Sticky Note
Remember the page numbers then click center of the page.  Then click on the page number to jump to that cartoon.
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computer 58 166 171
computer abuse 111
comp. aided design 154 168
computer class 1 14
computer crash 87 203
computer engineering 155
computer firms 129
computer fixer 57 203
computer instructor 28
computer nerd 181
computer problem 87, 107, 201
computer prototype 84
computer repair 92 167
computer service 11
computer tapes 15
computer use 47 131 168
computerization 185
computing management 12
concert pianist 91
confusion 48
congested highway 5
consequences 17
contact lens 55
convention 69 122
copies face down 140
copy machine 9
corruption 75
cost savings 95 191
country living 4
country music 39 121
crash 108
creativity 145 156
credit 64
cubicle 71 41 112 174
cubicle (cont'd) 183 195 68
cursors 45
dancing 39
Darth Vaders 121
data debates 173
daughters to work day 175
day care 20
day timer or planner  178
deal 159
deflate 110
delete button 92
dentist 148

dentures 148
designer 40 47 131
designer (cont'd)144 166 168
destructive testing 108
developing employees 198
didn't think about that 38
difficult jobs 106
dinosaur 69
discovery 43 65
diversity 82 114
doctor 135
dog 132
don't do … 98
drawing 166
drinks 43
Driving Miss Daisy, Part II 113
dummy 1
dunce 1
dust 201
early in the morning 204
ears 126
earthquake 43
Egyptian 64
electronic message 13
elephant 128
elevator 146 147 150
e-mail 83 162 177
e-mail (cont'd) 179 186 196
e-mail overflow 177
embarrassing 73
emergency 154
emergency evacuation 24
employee development 198
employee survey 134
employment dept 44
end 205
engineering design review 40
English only please 12
enhancing 40
enough 26 49
equal opportunity 7
escalator 146
ethics 8
ethics issues 111
eureka 59
evacuation 24

Berge
Sticky Note
Remember the page numbers then click center of the page.  Then click on the page number to jump to that cartoon.
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evidence 16
excessive 186
excuses 108
express check-out 94
eye 135
face up 140
facilities 112
facilities 160
facilities headquarters 184
fall 70
family bond 89
father and son 89
fax 33 83 157 159
feedback 189
filter 156
finally got on the web 21
finding 71
fingers 31
finish 205
first computer 51
first day 70
fish 117 127
fishy story 117
flower 94
fly 123
Focused Innovation 145
forensic 175
forgetfulness 137
forgotten how to write 162
fortune teller52
four letter words 45
Fred 105
fresh fish 117
fruit 123
fruit flies 123
fun 145 172
funeral 113
Garth Vader 121
gate 10
get off my back!!! 101
giant 69
gibberish 12
Gilligan's aisle 34
give me a hand 23
golf 136
gossip 91

grave digger 44
graveyard 124
gravity 29
grocery shelf 125
guard 2 61
guard gate 10 19
Guinness Book of records 74
gulf 136
halibut 117
Halloween 81 96 178
handicapped parking 2
hardly working 171
hello 32
helping hand87 92
hill 149
How's-My-Computing? 189
human relations 164
human resource 44 7 98 141
human resource (cnt'd) 164 198
humods 63
hurry up, I have to go … 78
I wonder …. 188
ID badge 29 61 137
in case of emergency 57 154
incorrect method 55
industrial accident 23 74
industrial engrg 112 184 194
industrial security 2 3 19
information overload 83
innovation 143 156
installation 160 15
instructions 155
instructor 28 63 82 161
internet 83 111 162 21
internet abuse 3 111
invisible manager 170
island 60
island blast 110
it worked 157
Java man 65
job descriptions 83
job interview 98
just one copy 9
keep it short boss 100
key board 88
kick start 190

Berge
Sticky Note
Remember the page numbers then click center of the page.  Then click on the page number to jump to that cartoon.
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Lakers 118
lamp 58
last resource 57
late for safety meeting 150
late to a meeting 187
lavatory 73 78 109
lavatory (cont’d) 118 129 185
laxative 151
learning curve 131
left handed 93
let's make a deal80
life 70
light change 144
little book 25
little wire frame 62
liver 127
loading zone 99
longer smoke break 130
lucky penny 128
machine is down108
mail 83
maintenance  167
maintenance men 163
management12 13 22
management (cont’) 101 104 199
management class 161 174
management complex 199
manager 116
manager's office 169
mandible 54
marking territory 132
maze 174
medical coverage 83
medical lab 54 175
meeting 22 49 172 187
melting 202
memory 120
memos 83
messy 27 201
micromanagement 22
Microsoft 42
microwave 58
milk 127
mime 30
mirror 116 160
mistake 48

misunderstood 152
models 75
moon 132
more advanced 64
more work done 101
mother's advice 86
motor 60
Mount Rushmore 35
Mount Tushmore 35
mouse 127
movement 60
my lucky day128
neck ache 192
nerd 115 181
new computer 84
new manager 119
new version software 50
newest craze39
news 5
night care 20
night timers 178
no solids 62
non-dairy cream 4
non-smoking142
non-working smoke place 142
not following instructions 147
nutrition 127
odd 71
office 112 116
office etiquette 27
office location 194
office move 112
office supplies 178 183
on-line dancing 39
open door policy169 170
opening 68
orientation 192
original pager 182
out house 151
over his head 106
over sleeping 161
overflow 180
overhead charts 191 192
overtime 17 97
pager 53 158 182 188
panic 57

Berge
Sticky Note
Remember the page numbers then click center of the page.  Then click on the page number to jump to that cartoon.
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paper cut 74
paperless office 109
parking guard 2
password 78 185
pay day 42
pencil sharpener 58
performance review 6
Persian Golf 136
personnel dept. 7
phone 58
photograph 56
pianist 40
piano 70 91
picnic 69
pilots 153
pizza 33
plan 24
planning dept. 66
planter 58
play 153
possessed 107
potato heads 38
practical joke 59
prepared 25
printing 180
privacy 169
problem 15 31 53
problem (continued) 87 200
problem solved 133
productivity 40 41 101
professor 34
programmer 155
pronunciation 173
punishment 1
R2D2 193
radio 58
reading files 179
really busy 100
rear entrance 96
rear-end view 35
recommendation 44
redundancy 61
relationship 89
reliance on a computer 162
repair 167
reply to offer 159

reproduction 9 97
restroom 37 73 78 109
restroom (cont’d) 118 129 185
review 40
rice crispies 124
right side 93
rotate 180 degrees 133
Rubik's cube  183
rules 29 125 147
rumor 103
rushing 146
safety 23 24 46 74
safety (cont'd) 125 138 143 146
safety (cont'd) 147 150 163 188
scarecrow 151
screen rotation 133
security 19 85
security guard 61 2
see through curtains 80
server problems 187
service 167
service call 108
Sesame Street 54
short person 118
silence 30
simple minded 28
simplicity 85 155
sinking feeling 110
sit Bomba 128
sketch 72
skipper 34
slow computer 11
slow learner 131
smart structures79
smile 70
smoke 130
smoking 142
snacks 43 200
snow man 126 202
socks 156
software 83
software version control   50
solids 79
something funny 63
sorry!! 46
south paw 93

Berge
Sticky Note
Remember the page numbers then click center of the page.  Then click on the page number to jump to that cartoon.
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space ride 90
spare 61
speaker 163
special computer 58 88
special delivery 33
spell check 77
sport 90
square root 141
stapler 119
Star Wars 193 121
starting at the top 44
steer manure 48
stick-shift 176
stock options 18
stocks 18
stolen car 8
stop it!!!! 180
stove 202
street vampires 96
stress 67 87
strike 76 77
strong coffee 197
studies 40 73
suggestion 27 44 92
superman 80
supervisor 104
surfing 152
survey 134
Swiss Army Computer 58
system crash 138
talk 82
teaching 114
team productivity 41
teamwork 41
technical research 179
teeth 148
telecommuting 5
terminal 107
territory 132
testing 141
the buck stops here 103
time management 161
time to end … 49
toilet 73 78 109 118
toilet (cont'd)129 185
toilet door 169

toilet paper 129
too busy 100
too close to the screen 86
too many beans 3
too many hats 26
too much overtime 17
too young 62
tourist 56
tracking center 59
traffic update 5
trainer 128
training 14 28 31 63
training (cont'd) 81 82 114 174
trophy 104
trouble 71 94
turn it off!! 53
twilight zone 99
typing 31 91
UFO 7 59
unapproved plan 24
undergarment 36
understanding computers 50
unfair 14
unjam stapler 119
unmentionables 36
unsanitary 27
upside down 15 160
ureka 72
urinal 118
use of charts 95
vampire 20 96 116 178
VCR 58
vegetarian 69
vending machine 43 200
vibration 158
Victoria's Secret 36
virus 196
voice mail 30 83
warm up 202
warning 196
web 21
weirdo 30
welcome 32
what are you guys up to?190
what's so funny? 190
whining problem 6

Berge
Sticky Note
Remember the page numbers then click center of the page.  Then click on the page number to jump to that cartoon.
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windows 189
wire frame 62
wise guy 120
wizard 151
work ethics 8
work station 93
working hard 171 17
workshop 145

write him a message 195
wrong room 204
Y2K 193
zero tolerance 81
zones 99
Zorro 81

Berge
Sticky Note
Remember the page numbers then click center of the page.  Then click on the page number to jump to that cartoon.



Chapter 3: More Than 200 Cartoons by Ron Paul

      Title            Page #

Cartoon Number 1 _______ 25
Cartoon Number 2 _______ 26
Cartoon Number 3 _______ 27
Cartoon Number 4 _______ 28
Cartoon Number 5 _______ 29
Cartoon Number 6 _______ 30
Cartoon Number 7 _______ 31
Cartoon Number 8 _______ 32
Cartoon Number 9 _______ 33
Cartoon Number 10 ______ 34
Cartoon Number 11 ______ 35
Cartoon Number 12 ______ 36
Cartoon Number 13 ______ 37
Cartoon Number 14 ______ 38
Cartoon Number 15 ______ 39
Cartoon Number 16 ______ 40
Cartoon Number 17 ______ 41
Cartoon Number 18 ______ 42
Cartoon Number 19 ______ 43
Cartoon Number 20 ______ 44
Cartoon Number 21 ______ 45
Cartoon Number 22 ______ 46
Cartoon Number 23 ______ 47
Cartoon Number 24 ______ 48
Cartoon Number 25 ______ 49
Cartoon Number 26 ______ 50
Cartoon Number 27 ______ 51
Cartoon Number 28 ______ 52
Cartoon Number 29 ______ 53
Cartoon Number 30 ______ 54
Cartoon Number 31 ______ 55
Cartoon Number 32 ______ 56
Cartoon Number 33 ______ 57
Cartoon Number 34 ______ 58
Cartoon Number 35 ______ 59
Cartoon Number 36 ______ 60
Cartoon Number 37 ______ 61
Cartoon Number 38 ______ 62
Cartoon Number 39 ______ 63
Cartoon Number 40 ______ 64

Cartoon Number 41 ______ 65
Cartoon Number 42 ______ 66
Cartoon Number 43 ______ 67
Cartoon Number 44 ______ 68
Cartoon Number 45 ______ 69
Cartoon Number 46 ______ 70
Cartoon Number 47 ______ 71
Cartoon Number 48 ______ 72
Cartoon Number 49 ______ 73
Cartoon Number 50 ______ 74
Cartoon Number 51 ______ 75
Cartoon Number 52 ______ 76
Cartoon Number 53 ______ 77
Cartoon Number 54 ______ 78
Cartoon Number 55 ______ 79
Cartoon Number 56 ______ 80
Cartoon Number 57 ______ 81
Cartoon Number 58 ______ 82
Cartoon Number 59 ______ 83
Cartoon Number 60 ______ 84
Cartoon Number 61 ______ 85
Cartoon Number 62 ______ 86
Cartoon Number 63 ______ 87
Cartoon Number 64 ______ 88
Cartoon Number 65 ______ 89
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Cartoon Number 66_______ 90
Cartoon Number 67_______ 91
Cartoon Number 68_______ 92
Cartoon Number 69_______ 93
Cartoon Number 70_______ 94
Cartoon Number 71_______ 95
Cartoon Number 72_______ 96
Cartoon Number 73_______ 97
Cartoon Number 74_______ 98
Cartoon Number 75_______ 99
Cartoon Number 76______ 100
Cartoon Number 77______ 101
Cartoon Number 78______ 102
Cartoon Number 79______ 103
Cartoon Number 80______ 104
Cartoon Number 81______ 105
Cartoon Number 82______ 106
Cartoon Number 83______ 107
Cartoon Number 84______ 108
Cartoon Number 85______ 109
Cartoon Number 86______ 110
Cartoon Number 87______ 111
Cartoon Number 88______ 112
Cartoon Number 89______ 113
Cartoon Number 90______ 114
Cartoon Number 91______ 115
Cartoon Number 92______ 116
Cartoon Number 93______ 117
Cartoon Number 94______ 118
Cartoon Number 95______ 119
Cartoon Number 96______ 120
Cartoon Number 97______ 121
Cartoon Number 98______ 122
Cartoon Number 99______ 123
Cartoon Number 100_____ 124
Cartoon Number 101_____ 125
Cartoon Number 102_____ 126
Cartoon Number 103_____ 127
Cartoon Number 104_____ 128
Cartoon Number 105_____ 129
Cartoon Number 106_____ 130
Cartoon Number 107_____ 131
Cartoon Number 108_____ 132
Cartoon Number 109_____ 133
Cartoon Number 110_____ 134
Cartoon Number 111_____ 135

Cartoon Number 112_____ 136
Cartoon Number 113_____ 137
Cartoon Number 114_____ 138
Cartoon Number 115_____ 139
Cartoon Number 116_____ 140
Cartoon Number 117_____ 141
Cartoon Number 118_____ 142
Cartoon Number 119_____ 143
Cartoon Number 120_____ 144
Cartoon Number 121_____ 145
Cartoon Number 122_____ 146
Cartoon Number 123_____ 147
Cartoon Number 124_____ 148
Cartoon Number 125_____ 149
Cartoon Number 126_____ 150
Cartoon Number 127_____ 151
Cartoon Number 128_____ 152
Cartoon Number 129_____ 153
Cartoon Number 130_____ 154
Cartoon Number 131_____ 155
Cartoon Number 132_____ 156
Cartoon Number 133_____ 157
Cartoon Number 134_____ 158
Cartoon Number 135_____ 159
Cartoon Number 136_____ 160
Cartoon Number 137_____ 161
Cartoon Number 138_____ 162
Cartoon Number 139_____ 163
Cartoon Number 140_____ 164
Cartoon Number 141_____ 165
Cartoon Number 142_____ 166
Cartoon Number 143_____ 167
Cartoon Number 144_____ 168
Cartoon Number 145_____ 169
Cartoon Number 146_____ 170
Cartoon Number 147_____ 171
Cartoon Number 148_____ 172
Cartoon Number 149_____ 173
Cartoon Number 150_____ 174
Cartoon Number 151_____ 175
Cartoon Number 152_____ 176
Cartoon Number 153_____ 177
Cartoon Number 154_____ 178
Cartoon Number 155_____ 179
Cartoon Number 156_____ 180
Cartoon Number 157_____ 181
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Cartoon Number 158 ____ 182
Cartoon Number 159 ____ 183
Cartoon Number 160 ____ 184
Cartoon Number 161 ____ 185
Cartoon Number 162 ____ 186
Cartoon Number 163 ____ 187
Cartoon Number 164 ____ 188
Cartoon Number 165 ____ 189
Cartoon Number 166 ____ 190
Cartoon Number 167 ____ 191
Cartoon Number 168 ____ 192
Cartoon Number 169 ____ 193
Cartoon Number 170 ____ 194
Cartoon Number 171 ____ 195
Cartoon Number 172 ____ 196
Cartoon Number 173 ____ 197
Cartoon Number 174 ____ 198
Cartoon Number 175 ____ 199
Cartoon Number 176 ____ 200
Cartoon Number 177 ____ 201
Cartoon Number 178 ____ 202
Cartoon Number 179 ____ 203
Cartoon Number 180 ____ 204
Cartoon Number 181 ____ 205

Cartoon Number 182 ____ 206
Cartoon Number 183 ____ 207
Cartoon Number 184 ____ 208
Cartoon Number 185 ____ 209
Cartoon Number 186 ____ 210
Cartoon Number 187 ____ 211
Cartoon Number 188 ____ 212
Cartoon Number 189 ____ 213
Cartoon Number 190 ____ 214
Cartoon Number 191 ____ 215
Cartoon Number 192 ____ 216
Cartoon Number 193 ____ 217
Cartoon Number 194 ____ 218
Cartoon Number 195 ____ 219
Cartoon Number 196 ____ 220
Cartoon Number 197 ____ 221
Cartoon Number 198 ____ 222
Cartoon Number 199 ____ 223
Cartoon Number 200 ____ 224
Cartoon Number 201 ____ 225
Cartoon Number 202 ____ 226
Cartoon Number 203 ____ 227
Cartoon Number 204 ____ 228
Cartoon Number 205 ____ 229
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Cartoon Number 1

50 ., .. 
HOW 010 YOUR 
COMPUTER 
CLASS GO 

1""--- 0 

o 
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Cartoon Number 2

I 
IF SOME LAz.r OOGGER 

I-IERE \lrnfN 1kf:Y SOOUlDN'r ••• , 
IT'S MY JOB TO SEE Tf/AT WHEN 

LEAVEJ MYfdi{ 



27

Cartoon Number 3

" 00 YEAH , OH YE~H .... IT 15 DWNITELY 
COMING FROM 1Hl5 ONE !! " 



28

Cartoon Number 4

" _ AND T!!AT ONE THERE 15 
WHERE WE GfT OuR NON-DAIRY 

CREAMER FROM f 



29

Cartoon Number 5

AND MJW A TRAFFIC UPOATf ... 
AlL lANES Of Tllf.INF()PJofAT/ON JlIGllWAY ARf 

CONGESTEO. Tr LfCll+!M/JT(RS 'WIll fiND .q lARG( 
K>lOM£ Of E·t11Jl BACflfO IP Till?/) SEATTlE. 
IN 8W£VUE, 3500 FAX lINE5 HAVE COW{)fO 
11110 56l VOICE-MAIL ANfJ t;W,I1A(j£" 15 
SMJ TO 
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Cartoon Number 6

" •. ,HAVf A SCAT, .. . """ " '"-" R[VIEW 

"HARIXD GRfM5LEY .... 0Nf MANAGER WIKJ PUT 

A C1?OP ON THE M/INING PRlJfJLEM· 



31

Cartoon Number 7

liE'-"UAL [MPtatf"frvr rx=FiCE J WHAT 001 DO ilroJT HIRING 
? I " AN ALIEN , .. ... NO, 1 M[AN AUEN. 



32

Cartoon Number 8

--

"fly ... Y'XNOW TIiAJ WI WHO JUSJ SPOKE ON 'eTHICS; 
I'm HUUSJ BA[J{EO INTo IfX.Ii CAR AND ToOK OFf! " 



33

Cartoon Number 9

CAN 1 J051 SLIP IN ? 
0 ... 1 ONL'i NEED 

ONE COpy ! 



34

Cartoon Number 10

UH, I~ LIKE A DOUBLE 
TALL lP.1TE . .. AND A 
TEMPORARY BADGE. 



35

Cartoon Number 11

HOW LONG HA 5 THIS GIN BEEN WAITING fOR 
TflAT COMPUTER TO COME BACK Up ? " 



36

Cartoon Number 12

J£SSPOOi. PROfilES ACTIVATED To 
IMPL£M(NT RECF GENERAL .~E:?~C0 

I ~(l;~A\~!\i!·~UlPM~ijflW JOBA!JTII, NWBRLS 
l ' PROTECTION 

SPOOlED OVER A 
SYSOUT 

I , 



37

Cartoon Number 13

· tOOK AT Tf.I'S.~fl«JJ 
THE 6055 ATTACHED U/MSELF TO AN 

MISS AGE! 



38

Cartoon Number 14

."" 

" £V£N IN TfI: I-.lJRLD Of COMPllTER'i ····· UFl -
C~N 5OM[1Ii'\[5 BE UNF~IR :' 



39

Cartoon Number 15

" w[ rOUID Til. PROBLEM, BOSS .... All THE: 
COMPllTER TAR') W't.R[ INSTALLID IJPSiDE. DOWN ! " 



40

Cartoon Number 16

" YA' SEE .... I TeiD WU MJ{['S N(Jf1l/flj l1J,.I[O/ 
I " HIS EARS . 



41

Cartoon Number 17

"~ lARl't I'8IImING SIGN OF 100 MUCH OVERTIME. ! 



42

Cartoon Number 18

" OLD TIME STOCK OPTIONS 



43

C
artoon N

um
ber 19

' 0' 



44

Cartoon Number 20



45

Cartoon Number 21

HEY, lOOK ... HARRY 
~INAllY GoT ON THE WEB! 



46

Cartoon Number 22

BE ONE 
OF TtKlSE MICi<Q
MANAGEMENT 

MEETINGS! 



47

Cartoon Number 23

W!:'RE ALMOST DONE UP 
HERE '" mf2w ".>1 ... 1 

, UH, HAND ME UP MY 
{)RILL , kQJlD YA? 



48

Cartoon Number 24

rou. 
I? ""p,;;;'i;fD FrX THIS MANAGER'S 
II EVACUATION 



49

Cartoon Number 25

CAME PREPARED TillS 
TIME ... . I BROUGHT ALONG 

MY LITTLE eOOK OF 
ACRONYMS 



50

Cartoon Number 26

'/0(} flEAOUPAfl/JTIIE!? connITT££, 808 .... OR 00 
YOU FEEL TilAT Y(X)'RE WlARING ENOIJIII#A75 AlREADY?" 



51

Cartoon Number 27

ONE REASON YOU SHOULD 
NEVER LEAVE COffEE IN YOUR 
CUP FOR MORE THA.N A. MONTH! 



52

Cartoon Number 28

L-' 

. . . . .. - . 

AAAAHH J DARN 
I ALWAYS HAVE. SUCH 

A HARD TIME GtTIING 
THIS DOOR OPEN. 



53

Cartoon Number 29

PlEASE 
DISPLAY 
BADGE 
CHEST 

I 

TIl"T 15 
MY CHEST! 

'------->, ;" 



54

Cartoon Number 30

[VERY P!lY._LDrIG f{R1OD5 (f SIL[NCE (W HIS VOICE MA IL •• 

HARGROVE WONDfRfD lt1IAT Jtl{Rf)() ItfW) 00 5lX.H A TIIIN6. 



55

Cartoon Number 31

/I. MINl/lt HERE'" NO 

"""''' I'M HAVING Pro8LEMS'" I 
HAVE. /l.1N FINGERS! 



56

Cartoon Number 32



57

Cartoon Number 33

THIS I') ,l\,N10N~O',) 

()J! ~N[R IlIDtl1 5HOW UP: 
50 WE'1i( FA.'XING 0\1[1<: 

YOUR Pll1P. RIGKl NOW! 



58

Cartoon Number 34

HEY, GOTTA GO,SKIPPER ••. 
TIlE ~lSSOR'5 ON, LINE 2 ! 

61LLl6AN'5 AISLE 



59

Cartoon Number 35

"'\-~ ~"" 
, '· ... r, ./ '~(" . 1- ; 

, 
r .; I ' ~ r- . !,.% 

, 
r • 

t:/ "\ ~ '\ , 
\ '< 

Y / f 

, { ik: 
I 

1M 
" 

( ~ 
"MOUNT Tu5HMORE". THE BACK SI[)[ OF 

MouNT RUSHMORE If 



60

Cartoon Number 36

IT'S TROE ..... l'M VICTORIA ! 

VICTORIA'S 



61

Cartoon Number 37

000 10 BOLDLY GO J WHERE NO MAN HA5 
GONE BEFORd " - CAPT"-. IN KIRK 



62

Cartoon Number 38

me NC ••. • 
I OIWT TI-!It.JK 
ABOoT THAT I 

'---,,1'-- ::::,-' ___ 

'DIE POTATo H'EADS GAVE UP 6UNGEE JlN1PING-



63

Cartoon Number 39

NEW[5T CRAZE ••.• ON-LINE DANCING II 



64

Cartoon Number 40

"STUDIES SHOW TH~T ~N ~[[OMP~NIING PI~NIST 
Will lNH~N(E IN ENGINEERIN6 DESIGN RlVIEW !' 



65

Cartoon Number 41

, I wt'RE SI.FPOSE To SU '{JR( PROOOC.TIV£ AS IUE~M ••• 
?" ... Tfl[N WHY DO TIl£Y I5QLAT[ US IN SMALL CUBICLES . 



66

Cartoon Number 42

PAYDAY AT MICROSOFT 



67

Cartoon Number 43

I1ILToN Dl5COY[RS 11/[ Pl.AC£ 10 8£ mEr? AN [AKTIIOOAK[ 



68

Cartoon Number 44

/ 

'!OUR f'tPECTATION5 
, RECOMMEND TIIAT 

GO AND LOOK fOR A JOB 
I(D.16G1." GRAVES , .. IT'S 

ONLY J081 KNOW 
'IOU START 



69

Cartoon Number 45

AAAAli ... COME ON YOU DIR/)' ROTTEN 
NO GOOD "1 if> ';;", !! «... 

WHY mCYWC CALLED CURSORS! 



70

Cartoon Number 46

SAFETY 
COI'II'IITTEE 



71

Cartoon Number 47

" YEAH • YEAH - I'M USING THE CQtoIlUl£R EVERY DAY 
.... AND rr's COMING IN R-E-[-£-E-A.-L HANDY !" 



72

Cartoon Number 48

I I 

"00 NO .... I MU5r'VE /lROUG1IT IN mE BAG OF 
STEER MANURE} AND LEFT TiE BAG Of (Of FEE INTIJE CAR r 



73

Cartoon Number 49

I THINK WE S~OUlD END 
THIS MEETING NO>l .... 
606, HERE, 15 FULL! 



74

Cartoon Number 50

" E£EE-GAD5 , .... THEY'RE STARTING 
TfJ UNDERSTAND TilE COMPUTER SY5TEM 
AGAIN - IT'S TIME TO CflANGE Til£. 

SOFTWARE ! 1J 



75

Cartoon Number 51

" THE FIRST COMPUTE.R II 



76

Cartoon Number 52



77

Cartoon Number 53

175 YOUR Pt.GERi:R£D .... 
TURN /TOFF - TuRN ITOFF/ 



78

Cartoon Number 54

fir 
I 

II NOW T~IS IS '" fiNE SK£ltTM. SPWMU~ 00).1"'1[0 10 OS 

fROM THE SESAME STREET MtD'(1\l lAB! /I 



79

Cartoon Number 55

"INCORR£G M[l;OO Of REMOVING (ON1AC1 LENSE" 



80

C
ar

to
on

 N
um

be
r 5

6



81

Cartoon Number 57



82

Cartoon Number 58

"-RMY COMPUTER II 



83

Cartoon Number 59



84

Cartoon Number 60

o ./'""'> 



85

Cartoon Number 61

GUARD 

\I PIC K ~ '6p'{)G£ " . AN'! BADGE " 



86

Cartoon Number 62

NO SOUDS FOR YOU 
YOUNG M~N .• • YOU'RE STILL 
JUSl A UTTl£ WIREFRil..Md 



87

Cartoon Number 63

o 
[ 

"AS BRI~ 1m M. Hlt\OO CLASS 10 G[l COfF[E, H£ /(JTm 

lllER£ WAS 5Ct\tTIIIN(, FUNNY ABOOT ilAT IN51RUCTOR!" 



88

Cartoon Number 64

" P£RHAPS.JENKINS .. .. Tt-/EY W[R[ A err I"(J1E ADWJ([O 
ll!AN W[ GAVE 1H[f'I CREDIT fOR ! " 



89

Cartoon Number 65

OI5(OV[RY Of 



90

Cartoon Number 66

! 

. fLAlIlIlNG 
I .' DEPT . 



91

Cartoon Number 67

, 
I ' 

'., 



92

Cartoon Number 68

o 

flJRG{)T To PUT AN OPENING IN MY CUBICLE, 
IIANf) 11£ lilA! BRIEFCASE, WOUlD YOU?" 



93

Cartoon Number 69



94

Cartoon Number 70

~mul!,~ 
TODAY I~ THl 
FIRST DAY 
OF THE REST 

Of YO~ UFI:. 

,. 
~ 

Co 
I! 18 



95

Cartoon Number 71

I KNOW 11 lOOKS ~ BIT ODD .... BUT, HEY
NOBO!)( HAS TROUBLE FINDING MY CUBICLE ! " 



96

Cartoon Number 72

£T(11-A-5K[TUI NE'KR WfNl BE'tOND 2..D ! N 



97

Cartoon Number 73

OW, MAN .. .... 
TillS 15 RH-EAlLY 
EMIJARRA55ING! 

o 
o 



98

Cartoon Number 74

l.l GUINN[S5 6001< OFR(CORD5 -

T~E WORST ON-TilE-JOB PAPER-CUT, (VER !" 



99

Cartoon Number 75

I'D DEFINITELY SAY YOUR MODEL 
15 CORRUPTED I • 



100

Cartoon Number 76

C'f8ER-STRIK( '"'' ON-LINE STRIKING 



101

Cartoon Number 77

I TOLD 'IOU} 8[FORE ){JU HADE 
71/[5£ SIGNS ON 'f()()R COMPUTfR .... 

USE SPELL - CHECK ! 



102

Cartoon Number 78



103

Cartoon Number 79

HOw DO YOO KNOW M-/leH ONE 

/s THE SMART SOLID ? 17 



104

Cartoon Number 80

"'" KnIT ON ' LET'S MAKE A DEAL' ! I I 



105

Cartoon Number 81

DOORS OOWN ON TilE RIGHT ..... YOU WANT 
/ " TH£ ZORRO TolERANCE CLASS. 



106

Cartoon Number 82



107

Cartoon Number 83

MAil, H£ms, BlA.lETINS, ~ "'.All> [ -J1AIl, INTERNET, 
fAXES .. CHANGING SOfTwAKE, NfW .JJ8 f)[SCRIf'TtONS, NEll 

HEfJCAL {(JVERI¥i[. .. TIlE i/£f1?fIATlON-MfliHD~1J4P Af!NMp! 



108

Cartoon Number 84

lIEI\.RLY PERSONAL COMPL1TER PROTOTYPE 

'''' THE. MACiNTO.5H BANANA /I 



109

Cartoon Number 85

7 
• OEc~IGN • 
. - • 
.5!I'IPUFrTY • 

'iil~ 

I'· 
~ 

Q:;)~"", " 



110

Cartoon Number 86

o 
o 

o 



111

Cartoon Number 87



112

Cartoon Number 88

MACINTOSH " 



113

Cartoon Number 89

DAD ••• fT'5 TIME IN 
OUR R(lA.ll00sHIP 
FOR A LITTLE FAlHER 

SON BONDING! 



114

Cartoon Number 90



115

Cartoon Number 91

\\ T~15 15 Til£. GUt T~Al US[ b I\[ A CONC(RT PI~15T ! " 



116

Cartoon Number 92

'1'00 KNOCKWl[~D .no DON'T 
SHAAE. IT liKE. fI.N 'ElQl.-"-SKETCH' 

TO Cl[AR THE S(R(EN - JUST 
USE, THE. rUETE. BlffTON! 



117

Cartoon Number 93

OH 5wtLl ." •. THE t'()US[ ON TIl[ 

I RI~;rSlOE, c.5K DRIVE ON T~ RIGHT SIDE, 
OI5Pl~YE.D ON Til( RIGHT SlOE, A.ND 

THE PRIN1ER'S ON TtIE LEfT. ••• A.NOTIiER 
W(J(II STATION m UP fCR OOE OF 

RIGHl~ 



118

Cartoon Number 94

" W'\lBI/WW'EEEE " .. YOU MU51 BE IN BIGGER 

TROUBLe l~AN I M1 !' 



119

Cartoon Number 95

\\ A'J you CA.N SEE. BY T~I'J (HART . OUR 1J5E OF CHARTS IS 

GETTING OUT Of HAND! " 



120

Cartoon Number 96

r 

\\STREET VAMPIRES " 



121

Cartoon Number 97

BOSSES DD AfT[R EVER10Nl GOlS 



122

Cartoon Number 98

o ... 

'T~ IN6S YOU DON1 DO ON A JOB INTtRVIEW 



123

Cartoon Number 99



124

Cartoon Number 100

KEEP IT 5HOR1 > BOSS .... 
R[~llY BUSY! 

;.c..-"----: 



125

Cartoon Number 101

.. I Coo..D GET MORE WORK DONl ~D HERE, IF TlE 
B05S WOUlD JUST GEl OFF MY BACK ! I I 



126

Cartoon Number 102



127

Cartoon Number 103



128

Cartoon Number 104

II AND TtlIS "" THIS WAS MY FlR5T .sUPERV/50R 



129

Cartoon Number 105



130

Cartoon Number 106

)----:1 I'VE AlWAYS ADMIRED OlD 
CECIL '" NO MAn[R WHAT 
JOB fit'S ON - HE NEVER 
GUS IN OVER HIS ~EAD ! 



131

Cartoon Number 107

"GET IlACK - BACK - EVERYIJOIlf .... 
I " THIS TERMINAL 15 POSESSED . 



132

Cartoon Number 108

"SORRY ... MIICHIN[ 15 DOWN 



133

Cartoon Number 109

"" THIS Pl>.?E.RLES5 

"ON£. MORNING IN A COMPUT[RllE.O GROUP " 



134

Cartoon Number 110

o 
• 



135

Cartoon Number 111

, lml[ BUOOY ", 
~(f TtIlS£ COCONl)T5 !! 

I' wrr~ Ttl[ NEW' I I • TOO CAN 

m IN To Q(.IALJ1f PROGRIIMMUI6 AT YOUR WOOl(PlA.Cl ! 1 



136

Cartoon Number 112



137

Cartoon Number 113

" DRIVING MISS DAISY, PART lJ: 



138

Cartoon Number 114

IlrnRT'S ~ IRSf [)\'( liT TtIlCH ING t- nt-S5 ON DiVERSITl' .... 

•• A IJA'( THAT HE WOOLD NEVER FORGET!" 



139

Cartoon Number 115

H(£EEE£EY - GIT OUT 
OF THE WAy ···· YOU'RE 
BlOCKIN MY VIE,W OF 

THE OCEAN ! 

NE.RO " 



140

Cartoon Number 116

,-.----,.~II 
ry .... ) 

T~[ MIRROR WAS INSTALLED IN T,[ CfFlC[, IT WAS 
mEN TIIAT GILBERT RfAUZED 71141 HIS MANAGER 

WAS A VAMPIRE !" 



141

Cartoon Number 117



142

Cartoon Number 118

\\IN THE. L.oC\. It..KER5 



143

Cartoon Number 119

I Wl\S LEANiNG OVER TO 
STAPLE lIlES[ COPIES ... A.nO IJII • 
.... \IIELL , HOW DO YOU UN-JAM 
TIllS AlJTOMAl(C 5TAPLE:R? 

OF BEING A flW MANAGER " 



144

Cartoon Number 120

o 

NOT t1£. , WiSEGUy .... 

MY COMPUTER! 

= 

Cl 



145

Cartoon Number 121

-GARTH VADER" 



146

Cartoon Number 122



147

Cartoon Number 123

• FRUIT >LlES 



148

Cartoon Number 124

rou. 
I? ""p,;;;'i;fD FrX THIS MANAGER'S 
II EVACUATION 



149

Cartoon Number 125

" PRODUCTS YOU NEVER,NEVER PLACE 
ON T~E SAME GROCERY SHELf " 

I 
I 



150

Cartoon Number 126



151

Cartoon Number 127



152

Cartoon Number 128



153

Cartoon Number 129

\\ TYPE OJ: TOILtT P,6..PER USED IN COMPU1ER 

FIRMS" 



154

Cartoon Number 130

"HOW To TAKt t>.. LOtlG£.R S/1)K[ 5REA.K '1 



155

Cartoon Number 131

YOU JU5T "",c.,VE.N'T 
CAUGH1 ON YET, 

HAVE. YOU ? 



156

Cartoon Number 132

1\ FlR51 DOG ON THE MOON 1/ 



157

Cartoon Number 133

NEVER HIND • .,.1 FIGURED OIJT ALL 8'1' M'6tLf flOW TO 

ROTATE ISO II(GREE'. .,,1<\3 ON T~[ '.CREEN !" 



158

Cartoon Number 134

AN U\PLOYEE SURVEY 



159

Cartoon Number 135

~ ~ 

I~-{ •• R 00<..: 1 t.~ 

m DOCU'l~ 0 

/ IIOS{ " ~ pOCT(lt iJ ! I , 

:..-



160

Cartoon Number 136



161

Cartoon Number 137

II AW RATS •••• I FORGOT MY BADGE TODA.Y ! ~ 



162

Cartoon Number 138

CCWlJT(R SAFETY FEATURE: 
TtlUfAAL r; EOOl?PiO WIlli J. ~~HY /l..11I'ao.G 
10 PR01Et1 lJ~ER WH£N SYS1EM CR/I..~1!£5 ! 



163

Cartoon Number 139

YEAH, I 'V[ 8EEN AT BOEING A LONG 
TIME ! I STARTEO#ER£ WAYBACK IN , 
19TH. c. BEFORE COMPIfT£RS. 



164

Cartoon Number 140

PlACE [OI'/E\ 
10 BE rAXED 

FACE DOWN 



165

Cartoon Number 141

ROOT OF 1,786 
OMO[O BY 16 
TIMt~ 117 ? 



166

Cartoon Number 142



167

Cartoon Number 143



168

Cartoon Number 144

1\ LOOK " " YOU WAN110 YOUR LIGHT CHAIlGED, DlWT roo? 
NOW H!X.O SJllL! II 



169

Cartoon Number 145



170

Cartoon Number 146

HARV[Y RUSHro r~ T~ t:lEVATOR tlGA1N .... . S[llER 
lA!\[ 11[ ESCAlil.l0R If '!OO.,,~ b 6(1 OUT Of HERE ! 



171

Cartoon Number 147

T(1D 100- JU51 PUSH THE S 'TH flOOR BUTTON ONC[ , 

NOOOO ... . 'fOlj H~ObPOlJND ON IT A DOlIN TtM.[S!/I 



172

Cartoon Number 148

THE BR IDGE~S OF MADISON COUNTY 



173

Cartoon Number 149

JUIT OUTj!l[ Of Cl[VElAr!> .... 1\ rA~ '~LL Of BEA'I; 
TO WIIICH NOTHING EVER AMOI.tJTS TO . 



174

Cartoon Number 150

lALK NOW, 
G6JTA HlIRR'!' •• " 
I'M LATE FOR 

A SAFETY I 



175

Cartoon Number 151

TI( WIZARD WANTED 10 GlV! 111M 
A BRAIN .... BllT TllAi IDIOT S(ARf(~ 
kEPlINSISTIN6 f1I G£TTl~ BRAN! 



176

Cartoon Number 152

UHJDAD"" WHENl ASKED 

I 
I 

YOU 7b SURf TIll Ncr wlm .. 
1 OON'T THINK YOU QUIT£ I 

UND£RSTOOD ! I 
I 

I 
I 
I 



177

Cartoon Number 153



178

Cartoon Number 154

CQMPUTER- AIDED 
DESIGN ROOM 



179

Cartoon Number 155

1\ HEY, HORT- HOW' 00 YOU W'OOK T~fSl DAG-BURN BUTTON5 

To GEl f\ Blf\tK C!l=FfE. IYITH EXTRA SUGAR? " 



180

Cartoon Number 156

1 COULDN'T FIND Arf'I FIDERSJ SO 1 USED MY 5QCK! 



181

Cartoon Number 157



182

Cartoon Number 158

Wffil YOUR PAGER SET TO VIBRATE ) 

MA.'t& YOU SlKlUlD THINk' ABOUT nmlTENrNG 

YOUR &LT ! 



183

Cartoon Number 159

Y[S,YE5-Tllt DEAlt') 
JlIST "-SOUT IN MY POCKtTM" 
HA -H!I.,V.H,,, WAn, I THINK 
I HEM illS REPLY To 11'1' 
OFFER (OMING IN ON THl 

FAX RIGHT NOW !! 



184

Cartoon Number 160

\I WHY DON'T YOU CALL FAClUTIES - AND TELL THEM 

l1IE't'Vl INSTALLED THE MIRROR UPSIDE DOWN. 1/ 



185

Cartoon Number 161

TIME 
MA/(\~r1HIT 

CLASS 

SORRY ••• TI-/E CLASS 
15 CANCEL l ED -
TH£ INSTRUCTOR 

OVER- SLEPT, AGAIN! 



186

Cartoon Number 162

l 

IT SOO\:(NL'f M'l.r.'fP 00 PIIIl.._ M7fR 'iffJ.5 Cf RflYlJG Cf.J £ "mi., 

AIJ'fI.n.l( OlC!: -oom, /H7[/lt/H ~ A 101M Rlt/Af/Cf (J,J A 

CC»'.RI1LR •••• If. JlAD f(1I(JJfTW /KW 1ll .m! ! 



187

Cartoon Number 163



188

Cartoon Number 164

I CAN GET A 600Y To'rI:X.I 

BY NIGIl'TFAU ... . 



189

Cartoon Number 165

00 NO ••• N07 



190

Cartoon Number 166

MIKE C~ O'.'tR 10 ME liND SAIO 
I SHOULD MAKE THIS 



191

Cartoon Number 167

" I ' O.K. "" .. SEE IF IT WORK5 NOW. 



192

Cartoon Number 168

"YEAH . )'[AH - I'M [)5ING THE COMPUTER EVERY DAY 
. I " •••• AND rn COMING IN R-['[-[-[-A-L f/fl.NDY . 



193

Cartoon Number 169

FA(IUTIES 1 
(f(lUNllTH'T MISSING ToiLET 
STALL [)()OO, SOME Mr\NAGER 

IS llSlm IT AS tl.N OFFICE 
I 



194

Cartoon Number 170

YOU WANTED TO SE.E 1'\E 

I --.----r-\···"'~'",I LOV( SAYING 1"'-1 
THAT ! 

A TYPICAL OAIIN TfIE IN~SI8lE MANAGER'S OffiCE 



195

Cartoon Number 171

RON MUST RE.o. lly LIKE 
THAT COMPUTER .. . HE'S BEEN AT 

IT ALL DAt LONG ! r:-:-----'' 

00 



196

Cartoon Number 172

ALMOST 
DONE IN HER£, .. WE'RE JUST 
GOING AROUND TIlE: ROOM ~ 



197

Cartoon Number 173

PRONOUNCED DATA, 
DA't-TuH ... WITfI A liARD 
"A' 50LtlD ••• WH[RE 'd"tRE)f() 

SChOO/.ED, BEVERLY HILLS? 

NO -NQ- NOOO . 

IT'S DATA, OA.6.H-Tvil 
WITH A son "A" 

SOUND. IYf/ERE DIO 
"vvGROW JNTI/£ 

8RONxS . 

' THE LEGENDARY DATA DE8ATES 
, 



198

Cartoon Number 174

- -. ri!~~~-l 
I 

, 'HIJWTo FlND YOUR OfFI([ CUBlCl(~ . . (li( Of i«lSE 
T~JN6S 'IOU'RE HMR TA.LQIT lNM. BASICS OF l'IANAGHI:NT 

et,,-'j'l ! ' 



199

Cartoon Number 175



200

Cartoon Number 176



201

Cartoon Number 177

o 

ReTuRNING FR(j1 A lltfCK ~CA7~, lINING DlSaM/t5 illS 
[-MAil MeSSAGES HAVE 51t'WfD Hr5 (OHPI/f!R To TilE SIll 

(F A WINNEBAGO! 



202

Cartoon Number 178

I I 



203

Cartoon Number 179

NO,1II15 ISN'T FOR 

TECHN ICAL RESEARcH .. , 'II 
IT'S JUST COPIES OF I 

[-MAil I'lSSAGES Tfl ,G,T 

I H~VEN;':T'''''''ill 
RfAO ~I 



204

Cartoon Number 180

000011 Wi, I DIDN'T 
KNOW I WAS PRINTING 
TillS MUCH ... I 

[/IOWl GET IT 



205

Cartoon Number 181

COMPUTER NERD 



206

Cartoon Number 182

If' 
f 

II THE. ORIGINAL PAGER" 

TH AT G\J1' 

TO US 



207

Cartoon Number 183

RUBIK'S CUBICLE 



208

Cartoon Number 184

\1 F"AC1LrTIE5 HEADQUARTERS 1/ 



209

Cartoon Number 185

!-lEY, CAll TIlE FAC!LITIES 
•. . TJ./EY'VE COMPUTERIzeD THeSE 

~f~'!!n~~' THE TJ.//5 

e 



210

Cartoon Number 186

, IN [ -MAil 
STAND f.UR ? 



211

Cartoon Number 187

UXY(,J'U BE lATE. Fa?TfE. COMPUTING 
MEETING -I'M STILL. WAI1fNG FOR MY 8RfAKFAST ••• 

TELL Th'fM I'M SERVER 



212

Cartoon Number 188

WHEW •• " I WONDER WHirr MOO£ 
I{f HAD HIS PAGER SET ON? 



213

Cartoon Number 189



214

Cartoon Number 190

WHAT'S 
SO FUNNY? 

WHAT ARE 'OU 6UY5 1----,--- - 1 
UP TO? 
~ 



215

Cartoon Number 191

A5 ROGfR GLANCED AT 15 CONruSfD FACES .. HE THEN REAlIZED 

THAT MA~INfi OOX3i..E-SIDfD OVf.RHfAD ()IART5 IVAS NOT A 

YEfl'I SMART C05T-5AVINGS IDEA ! 

• 



216

Cartoon Number 192

1--1 

GOOD PRESENTATION , BYRON ,_ , 

BUT NUT TlME/WJLD YOU "''''·'''1 
'tOOO MRIj[AD_~"~IlJ~'~CT~'ON~!::j 

TORODr:; 

• 



217

Cartoon Number 193

TO ACCOMPANY C-3PO AND R2D2. ltJTIIE UPCOMING 

STAR WARS' roV/E, IS Til! NEW CHARACTER •••• Y2K! 



218

Cartoon Number 194

HAS To BE A BETTER LOCATION FOR MY 

OFFICE THAN THIS ONE ! W 



219

Cartoon Number 195

NOPE~ J HAVEN'T SE.EN HIMAROUNO LATELY', 
tITHER. JUST STEP IN HIS CUBICLE) STA.RT 
WRITING HIM ~ M£SlAG£ ... JUST WH£N 
YOO'R£ ALMOST FlM5Y£o" 'WEN J/E'LL 

SUOW UP! 



220

Cartoon Number 196

TN£ IiWS5A VIRUS liAS 5#ur 
{)()WN OUR COMPIJTEf?S ••. OOICKJ 

E-filAiL EVERYONE AND 
"'- WAAN TIiEU! 



221

Cartoon Number 197

Wow .. .. 71iIS IS SOI1£, 
5TRRRRONG CefFEE . 



222

Cartoon Number 198

"DEVELOPING EMPLOYEES' 



223

Cartoon Number 199



224

Cartoon Number 200

NE.XT TIME., JUST CALL ll-IE. 
WHEN YOUR 

GETS 



225

Cartoon Number 201

H.t.VE 'IW EVER THOIJ&H OF ''''e£ .... ) ~ 
DUSTING.... YOUI' 
COMPUTE.R 



226

Cartoon Number 202

'\E1~ SIT ey TilE SlOv'[ 
ANO GET WARI'1EO upl~ 

THAl WAS THE [)J1'l6ESri "'~~i tt:1 
YOIIV€ [VER CQt<;E UP W 



227

Cartoon Number 203

HELLO .•. COMPUTING ADHlIJIS1RATION ? 

1'0 liKe 1I RfPOf{T 'PIIfT m COMPUTER ~'T "'''' I 
.... . I I1£AN R-[f-[-H-A-l-L-Y 



228

Cartoon Number 204

COFFEE 



229

Cartoon Number 205



230
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Section II: Other Fun ideas

Cartoons are great, but we need to have many
more ways to create fun @ work so that they
could be easily applied by anyone.  If you do
not feel comfortable with sharing cartoons, you
may be comfortable with other fun ideas listed
in this section.  If you do not feel comfortable
with any of them, please use some of the tools

covered in the next section, fun ideas generation.

In this section, we cover alternative ideas to create and have more
fun at work.  It includes fifty fun ideas to get you started.  If you need
other ideas, you may use the references in appendix to find other
resources to give you more ideas.  Additionally, you may use the
tools presented in the ideas generation section.  There is a much
better chance of the idea being implemented if you come up with the
idea.  That is why we are emphasizing idea generation and
implementation in this book.
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Chapter 4: Fun elements

Physical environment

Physical environment is very important.
Different colors, locations, atmosphere,
spaces, sounds, smells, designs, lighting,
brightness, decorations, scenery, and
texture all contribute towards our feelings
of happiness, and enjoyment.  If we can help it, we should do our best
to consider these physical environments and make modifications so
that it provides a positive influence on the people who work in the
area.

There are many studies on these subjects.  We will not cover them in
this book.  We just want to remind you that they influence the
atmosphere of fun.  Be creative, change them, and see if it pleases
you and others in the area.

Psychological environment

Psychological environment is even more important than the physical
environment.  It is much more difficult to have fun at work if the
management and the staff do not have a sense of humor and are
always tense.  So if you are in any management and or leadership
position, even if you have one person reporting to you, you need to
be very sensitive about this subject of fun.  You need to encourage
and even participate in fun activities that will decrease stress, add
more enjoyment at the workplace, and improve your profit.

List of fun elements

This section includes a list of fun elements that will be useful when
you are looking for a new fun idea.  Think about your work place and
the people around you.  Think how you can apply any of the items
listed bellow.  As soon as you come up with one idea, write it down so
you do not forget it.  After you get most of the ideas written down,
select at least one and start applying it right away.
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Anniversary
Announcement
Arts & crafts festival
Award
Ball
Balloons
Bar
Beanie animals
Bear
Bicycle
Birthday
Boat
Books
Break
Breakfast
Bulletin board
Calendar
Candy
Cards
Carpet
Cartoons
Cater
CD’s
Celebrate
Chair
Champagne
Chess
China
Climb
Clips
Clown noses
Clowns
Coffee
Comedy
Comics
Competition
Computer
Congratulate
Contest
Costume
Crafts
Cruise
Cups
Dance
Dart
Decorations

Dinner
Dogs
Dolls
Donuts
Draw
Dress
Drinks
E-mail
Excursions
Falls
Films
Flower
Flyers
Food
Funny experiences
Games
“Get me out of here”

box
Gifts
Guitar
Health
Helium tank
Invitation
Jog
Jump
Kid
Laugh
Lego
Lift weights
Lunch
Magazines
Marbles
Motorcycle
Movies/videos
Music
Nerf balls
Organizer
Paper airplanes
Party
Pets
Photos
Ping pong
Pins
Play
Posters
Prints

Radio
Rent
Roller blade
Run
Schedule
Scrabble
Sculpture
Shelves
Shirts
Shorts
Silverware
Simple pranks
Sing
Sketch
Ski
Skits
Snacks
Speakers
Specialty
Stuffed animals
Surprises
Tents
Test
Tissue
Toilet paper an office
Tooth
Toy
Trapeze
Umbrella
Vase
Walk
Wind
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Chapter 5: 50 Fun Ideas

This chapter includes more than 50 ideas
that you can use to create fun @ work.
They vary in difficulty of implementation.
Go through the list, see which ones you

feel comfortable with, and apply them.

Organization

1. Fun list
Make a list of three things that you can start doing today to make
work more fun and start applying them now.

Ask others to do the same.

2. Joy breaks

Take some joy breaks during the day.  Use your toy and get others to
do the same for a few seconds.

3. Fun goal
Make a conscious effort to have fun.  Set fun goals for yourself and
others.  Include “having fun” as a goal when you set performance
objectives for yourself.  Use some of the tools included in the
Implementation section to make it easy and successful.

4. Fun committee
Organize a small group of people who like to have fun.  Get together
weekly to have fun during lunch and plan some exciting activities for
you and others.  Be sure that you, as well as the others, have fun
while planning these pleasurable activities.

5. Fun survey
Prepare a short survey, no more than five simple questions and ask
as many people you can to get their opinions.  After you gather the
data and summarize it, publish it in your local newsletter or put it on
the bulletin board with some recommendations to start implementing
some of the ideas and have more fun at work.

The following questions may be included in the fun at work survey:
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• What is your definition of fun?
• When was the last time you had fun at work?
• If you had fun, what was the fun element?
• In what ways might we have more fun at work?
• Would you like to participate in planning some fun

events?

6. Spread the word
Let every one know that having fun at work is often appropriate.  It
might not have been true in other jobs.  Share the information from
this book about the benefits of fun.  They are covered in the
introduction section.  Share some of the ideas covered in here.  Or,
get them involved in generating fun ideas using the tools covered in
the fun ideas generation section.

7. Fun meetings
Get out of the office!  Whenever possible, hold meetings outside the
office—at the coffee shop down the street or at a local restaurant.  If
weather permits, do not be afraid to hold meetings outside at a patio
from time to time.

As part of the invitation to the meeting, ask all to bring a joke or a
favorite cartoon to the meeting.  Spend the first five minutes sharing
them.  Then select the best one and provide a funny or unusual
inexpensive reward.

8. Start with a cartoon
Use the cartoon key word index and find an appropriate cartoon for
the particular meeting you plan to attend.  Make a copy of it and place
it on the overhead projector before anyone gets in the room.

9. Start with a joke
Start meetings with a clean joke and ask others to share one or two
other jokes.

10. Play first
Instead of calling a standard meeting in a conference room, organize
a get-together to play first.  Meet at an unusual place.  Apply some of
the fun elements discussed earlier.  Then introduce the main intended
subject, and derive a good resolution.  Just like the research results,
you will get much more cooperation and more innovative ideas from
your team members.
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Laurie Beth Jones writes in “Jesus CEO, Using Ancient Wisdom for
Visionary Leadership”

“Anyone who has been around circles of power and influence
knows that most deals are made on the golf course or
outlined on cocktail napkins over drinks or dinner.  I have
seen many eager leaders trying to bring others to the
conference table, instead of the party.  They would be better
off playing with their clients first.”

Later she asks three questions that I like to ask you as well:

• “When was the last time you and your colleagues played
together?”

• “When was the last time you laughed with them?”
• “Are you trying to bring your people to the table or to the

party?”

11. Fun seconds
Whenever there is a need to lighten up a meeting or cheer up some
one in your office, take a few seconds and use one of the fun
elements, such as the speaking ball.  These balls say “ouch!”, and
other short funny statements when they get hit, fall on the ground, or
when someone catches them. You may want to use the box that
shakes and says “get me out of here.”

Celebrations

12. Participate in National Fun At Work Day in April every
year.

The fourth annual International Fun At Work Day, April 1, 1999, was a
huge success.  PlayFair office received many reports on celebrations
from all around the globe.  For more information of the next
celebration go to PlayFair web site at http://playfair.com.  Here are a
few sample companies and how they celebrated last International
Fun At Wok Day.  This should give you enough ideas on how you
may celebrate it next year:

Sprint

At Sprint headquarters in Kansas City it was Beach Day, as a parking
lot was transformed into a beach, with sand trucked in, live music,
and sunglasses and plastic leis for all the "vacationing" employees.
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MasterCard International

The employees celebrated the day as "Dress Your
Supervisor/Manager Day”.  Anyone with direct reports was dressed
up by their employees.  They had a few ground rules; had to be
gender specific and no skin!  We had supervisors dressed as nuns,
biker chicks, in pajamas, as a policeman, Elvis, a Wiseman, a "used
car salesman”, and a Joker.

They laughed a lot and really had a good time!  They still handled
calls like they normally would, but enjoyed the day even more!

Iceland

Kringlan Shopping Center management office asked everyone at the
office to bring in their favorite hat.  Then they asked them to take
pictures of themselves with a digital camera.  Then they posted all the
pictures on the computer and asked the employees to vote on them.
During the coffee break, they brought in a cake that looked like a
cowboy hat.  The cake had candles on it which formed the shape of
"K," the first letter in their company name.  Then they had a little
ceremony similar to that of the Oscars and the winner was awarded
with a big Easter egg made of chocolate.  It was a lot of fun!!!  They
send out their newsletter to many of my marketing colleagues to
make April 1st next year a Fun at Work Day in all of Iceland.

Premium Plumbing Co

They celebrated 'Fun at Work Day' by going barefoot.

Mutual Aid Association

They celebrated this occasion by going to work barefoot.  They
planned to have a "photo session" and see who can match up the foot
with the owner.

EDS in Buffalo, New York

EDS recognized those leaders who created a fun environment for
their employees by giving them the prestigious "Manager of Mirth
Award."  According to EDS manager Ben Levan, the criteria for the
Manager of Mirth Award are:

Creates the Culture  - leader appreciates, motivates and
inspires their employees.
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Knows their people  - leader gives creative, timely and
appropriate recognition.

Work is Fun - Leader finds ways to make serious work - fun!
Together we're better - Leader values and fosters creativity

and teamwork.
Sets the example  - Leader has a high sense of self-esteem,

is able to take themselves lightly, and thereby
manages their stress more effectively.

Business & Industry Institute

The boss developed 12 rhyming clues, broke the staff into 2 teams,
explained the rules, armed them with instamatic cameras and film,
and sent them on their way.  They had to solve the clue, which led
them to 12 particular spots in their community or close surrounding
area.  Then they had to take a picture that would clearly demonstrate
that they had solved the clue.  They even had to find an elected
official and get their picture taken with them.  They were given points
on getting the correct answer, partial points if they had a different
answer that could defended, as well as finishing time.  When they
returned, their boss had an outdoor cookout complete with all the
trimmings waiting for them.  It was a wonderful team-building activity.

Principal Real Estate Services

They had many activities:

"A People Scavenger Hunt”.  They made up a list of "Find Someone
Who..." phrases and encouraged their 200 employees to have it
completed by the end of the day.
Potluck at Lunch!  Many participants brought in dishes for lunch.
Card in Everyone's Mail Slot!  On the card it said: "Today is
International Fun at Work Day!  Have some fun on us!"  Signed by all
6 officers and attached was a Reese's Peanut Butter Cup candy bar.
They also used the digital camera to insert a picture of the 6 officers
after a recent pie throwing contest, so the phrase "Have some fun on
us" fit very well!

Baby Photo Contest!

And, one gal even brought in little cards that said "It's Have Fun at
Work Day!  2nd floor meets the 1st floor!  You've been given a Peep
(those Easter marshmallow things).  Please take your Peep to
someone you don't know on the first floor, give it to them and
introduce yourself.  Go ahead, this will be fun!  DON'T BE A PARTY
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PEEPER!"  She passed out the card and a Peep to each person on
our second floor.  What fun!

All of these events have been very effective because they had just
recently merged two employee groups (in the past 12 months) and
people were having a difficult time getting to know each other.  This
day forced all of them out of their comfort zone just a little.  But most
importantly, they had so much FUN!"

EDS

The manager gave each employee approximately $2,000.00 in play
money and every time one of their co-workers did something
"Special" for them they reward them with a gift of play money $5.00 -
$10.00 - $20.00 - $100.00 etc.  They write on the bill, To.... From....
sothey know they have earned this new great wealth.

Examples of ways to earn money:

Receive a Job Well Done note from a customer
Help a co-worker resolve an unusual issue
Cover for a co-worker while they are on vacation
Offer to train a co-worker without being asked etc...

On Aug 26th, they were served lunch, followed by an auction (with a
surprise auctioneer) where they spent all the play money they had
accumulated over a 2 month period.  They had diverse array of items
to bid on, pen and pencil sets, movie tickets, dinner for two, beanie
babies etc.  Everything was wrapped so no one knew what they were
bidding on.

The Picture People

They had pizza, ice cream, and they had "latte runs" throughout the
day.

California Polytechnic Institute

They held its first April Fun Day ice cream social for all staff.  They
provided ice cream and all the toppings for make-your-own ice cream
sundaes for their 200 employees.  Employees thought it was a great
treat ... and hoped they would do it again next month.  It was lots of
fun, and a nice, relaxed way to get together.
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13. Excuses to celebrate
Find excuses to celebrate and have fun celebrating.  It could be as
simple as over-the-hump day (Wednesday, which is half way through
the work week), TGIF, meeting a work related milestone, rewards and
recognition, your birthday, other’s birthday, company event, holidays,
etc.  Create events to celebrate.  Just think of any opportunity to get
people together and celebrate.  Please refer to the Celebrations
section for more details.  There, I included many other celebrations
such as national holidays, religious holidays, etc.

14. Weekly celebration
Bring in some champagne (or sparkling apple juice) and take time to
toast each other, your successes, and your fabulous milestones,
anniversaries, birthdays, and any thing you can think of to celebrate.

15. ‘50s and ‘60s day
Organize a 50’s and 60’s day.  The employees can go to work
dressed in ‘50s and ‘60s style.  Get some music of that time, listen to
them, dance, and use hula-hoops to exercise.  You may conclude it
with a bubble-gum blowing contest.

Contests

16. Work related contests
Think of different things you do at your work.  List different tasks,
select a few, and challenge your rivals, individuals, or departments.

For example, Domino’s Pizza Olympics are held locally, regionally,
statewide, and nationally.  They have all sorts of contests.  They are
dough making, sausage slicing, ingredient mixing, truck driving, forklift
maneuvering, phone answering, and dish washing.  They build
contests both for fun and to encourage outstanding job performance.

17. Dress code
Play with the dress code.  If your group allows it, hold an “Ugly Tie,”
“Ugly Sweater,” “Ugly Hat”, or “Ugly Pants” day.  Award prizes for the
winners.

18. Best Smile
Bring your smile to work.  You will be surprised at the difference it
makes.  If you consistently have an upbeat attitude, others will as
well.  Periodically, get the staff to select the person with the best smile
who smiles more than others.  Put her picture on the bulletin board.
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19. Competitions with consequences for the losers
Arrange for competitions where the looser does some fun and
rewarding act for the winner.  These competitions could be work
related, sport, or others such as fund raising.  It could be among
individuals, groups, departments, divisions, or corporations.
Consequences of loosing could be as simple as losers washing the
cars of the winners, or taking out their trash, shining their shoes,
buying their lunches, serving their lunches, shaving their heads, etc..

20. High school photos
Ask all employees to bring in high school yearbook photos and post
them on the bulletin board. Then guess who's who.

21. Guess the baby
Run a “Guess the Baby” contest.  Ask the staff to bring in baby
photos and post them on the wall.  Award a funny unusual gift to the
one person who can guess who’s who, more than any one else.

22. Pets to work day
Dog Days of Spring: Let all employees bring their pets to work with
them for this fun day celebration!  Have a best looking pet
competition.  Get them to dress their pets in special clothes and have
a pet fashion show.

23. Limo Lottery
Hold a lottery where the winner gets driven to and from work in the
company limo.  (If you don't have a company limo, rent one for the
day!)

24. Men’s cooking contest
Once a year, hold men’s cooking contest.  Set up a date, time and
ask men to prepare some food for the annual men’s cooking and
potluck lunch contest.  Select a few judges and special awards for the
winners.

We had a similar contest at one of my previous companies.  A few
friends and I got together and made a very special cake to play a
prank on another friend.  We prepared all the ingredients of a good
chocolate cake.  Before putting it in the oven, we placed four smelts
(weird fish) in the cake center.  After the cake was baked and cooled,
we decorated it with fine chocolate frosting.  In the morning we took
our cake in and replaced it for the one our friend had baked.  We left
his name where it was as the baker of our cake.  Without our
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knowledge he noticed that a change was made.  He found his cake
and replaced our special cake with another guy’s cake.  This person
was very serious and could not take a joke.

During lunchtime, we all went and tasted all the good food.  I had
prepared bakhlava, a Middle Eastern dessert and won the
international cook award.  A girl who tried our fish cake got quite mad
and made a big fuss to the guy who’s name was next to the cake.
Our plan was to stop the person before tasting it, but we were not
there when it happened.  We ended up apologizing.  We promised
not to pull that kind of prank again.  We sure had fun as we were
cooking and anticipating some funny reactions.  Unfortunately we
could not stop her from tasting it.

Tools

25. Laughter
Laughter is good medicine.  The following is a quotation from a book
written about three thousand years ago:

“A cheerful heart is good medicine, but a crushed spirit
dries up the bones.”  Proverbs 17:22

Laugh as much as you can.  It is good for you.  Just as no one should
underestimate the havoc that stress can do to the body and the
immune system.  We should also never underestimate the benefits of
laughter.  There has been a lot of research done about laughter.
Some hospitals now use comic relief as part of their healing process.
There is no doubt about it, laughing makes you feel good, so why not
try a dose of laughter many times a day, every day.

26. Toys and diversions
Take a few of your favorite toys to work.  Every so often, just for a
second or two use it to change the negative attitude or the negative or
dull atmosphere.  It will create a simple diversion and when all
involved go back to work, the atmosphere will be better.  Ask others
to take their favorite toys to work as well.

When I first did this at one of the largest aerospace companies in the
US, it felt very weird.  I took a few foam balls to my office.  Once in
while I threw it at someone just for the fun of it.  I found other excuses
to throw the ball to people, such as interruptions, or when one person
came late to my meeting, or changed the subject or talked too much,
or used some negative words or killer phrases. (Please refer to the
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idea generation section for details on the killer phrases.)  All of them
took it in a positive and fun way.

Within a few weeks, others brought their toys to work.  Whenever one
got bored or frustrated, either he or someone else used their toys to
change the mood.  Having toys at your desk also stimulate your mind
to produce more creative solutions, like most of us did when we were
kids.

I had another toy in my office that I used often.  Sometimes others
came to my office and when they found that I was tense or too
serious, they used it.  This toy is a plastic barrel that had a hole on it,
where you can see an eye.  It starts shaking and screaming “Hey you!
Yes You!  Get me out of here!”  A loud noise or a strong vibration
triggers it.  Surprisingly, I found it in a hospital gift shop.  Buy one and
use it, you and your office mates will enjoy it.

Additionally, I have two clown noses handy most of the time.  They
are small red foam balls, the size of a ping pong ball with a cut in the
middle.  Anytime that I am in a group that tends to be getting too
serious, I just put the clown nose on and continue listening to the
speaker.  It is amazing how easily the mood changes.  When I am
facilitating a workshop and find the mood is getting too serious or
negative, I quietly ask one of the participants or my assistant to put
the clown nose on with me and we both try to be very serious and
continue our work.  It works every time.

Most of the time unexpected introduction of positive or different items
create a positive diversion.  Diversions and interruptions are so
important when things are not going right.  We all need to interrupt
negative build up of atmospheres.  In one of Tony Robbins seminars,
he mentioned two key events that President Reagan used this
technique with the president of then Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachov.

One of them was used when they first met each other.  It was told that
after a few minutes, president Reagan realized things were not going
as well as he wanted, he got up walked to Mr. Gorbachov and said
“let’s start all over again, I am Ronald Reagan. …”

Another incident occurred when they were both in Iceland discussing
nuclear treaty in the middle of winter.  After long discussions and
arguments, President Reagan asked Mr. Gorbachov to take a walk
with him outside, to get fresh air.  All those present were surprised
and tried to discourage them.  After a while when they realized that
President Reagan meant it, the two went out for a walk in the cold.
Later, it was discovered that during the walk the two agreed on some
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of the key issues.  President Reagan might have planned this
incident.  To provoke the competition, then create a diversion, mellow
out, and get what you intended.

27. Fun e-mail
Prepare a mailing list of those that enjoy clean fun, and weekly send
some short clean joke.  Additionally, ask them to provide names of
those that might also appreciate receiving them and provide you with
some other jokes that you may use in the future.  Please do not send
these e-mails more than once a week and make sure it is less than
one screen in size.  You may use this mailing list to inform them of the
fun activities being planned or get them to help you plan or give them
the fun survey discussed earlier in this section.  Additionally, make
sure that you have a statement to those that want you to remove
them from your e-mail list so that they could reply with a note to
indicate it.

28. Embarrassment
Share one of the most embarrassing things that ever happened to
you.  Ask others to do the same if they feel like it.

29. Share and apply The Lighter Side of Work Laws
From http://www.itstime.com/feb97a.htm

• Anthony's Law of Force - Don't force it, get a larger hammer.
• Brooks' Law - Adding manpower to a late software project makes

it later.
• Cann's Axiom - When all else fails, read the instructions.
• Clarke's Third Law - Any sufficiently advanced technology is

indistinguishable from magic.
• Cropp's Law - The amount of work done varies inversely with the

amount to be done.
• Cutler Webster's Law - There are two sides to every argument

unless a person is personally involved.  In which case there is
only one side.

• Finagle's Law - Once a job is fouled up, anything done to improve
it makes it worse.

• Gummidge's Law - The amount of expertise varies in inverse
proportion to the smaller of statements understood by the general
public.

• Gilb's Laws of Unreliability
Computers are unreliable but humans are even more

unreliable.  Corollary: At the source of every error that is
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blamed on the computer you will find at least two human
errors including the error of blaming it on the computer.

Any system that depends on human reliability is unreliable.
The only difference between the fool and the criminal who

attacks a system is that the fool attacks unpredictably and
on a broader front.

Undetectable errors are infinite in variety in contrast to
detectable errors, which by definition are limited.

Investment in reliability will increase until it exceeds the
probable cost of errors, or until someone insists on getting
some useful work done.

• Gumperson's Laws
The outcome of a given desired probability will be inverse to

the degree of desirability.
After a salary raise, you will have less money at the end of

the month than you had before.
The more a recruit knows about a given subject, the better

chance they have to be assigned to something else.
• Harvard Law - Under the most rigorously controlled conditions of

pressure, temperature, volume, humidity, and other variables, the
organism will do as it damn well pleases.

• Heller's Law of Management - The first myth of management is
that it exists.

• Hoare's Law of Large Programs - Inside every large program is a
small program struggling to get out.

• Imhoff's Law of Bureaucracy - The organization of any
bureaucracy is very much like a septic tank - the REALLY big
chunks always rise to the top.

• Law of Computer Programming
Any given program when running, is obsolete.
Any given program costs more and takes longer.
If a program is useful, it will have to be changed.
If a program is useless, it will have to be documented.
Any given program will expand to fill all available memory.
The value of a program is proportional to the weight of its

output.
Program complexity grows until it exceeds the capability of

the programmer who must maintain it.
Make it possible for programmers to write programs in

English and you will find that programmers cannot write
in English.

• Meskimen's Law of Quality - There's never time to do it right, but
always time to do it over.

• Murphy's Law of Thermodynamics - Things get worse under
pressure.
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• Murphy's Third Law - In any field of scientific endeavor, anything
that can go wrong will go wrong.

• Murphy's Fourth Law - If there is a possibility of several things
going wrong, the one that will cause the most damage will be the
one to go wrong.

• 90% Rule of Project Schedules - The first ninety percent of the
task takes ten percent of the time and the last ten percent takes
the other ninety percent.

• Osborn's Law of Consistency - Variables won't, constants aren't.
• O'Toole's Commentary on Murphy's Laws - Murphy was an

optimist.
• Rudin's Law of Crisis Management - In a crisis that forces a

choice to be made among alternative courses of action, most
people will choose the worst one possible.

• Rule of Accuracy - When working toward the solution of a
problem, it always helps you to know the answer.

• Sattinger's Law - It works better if you plug it in.
• Sevarenid's Law - The chief cause of problems is solutions.
• Shawl's Principle - Build a system that even a fool can use and

only a fool will want to use it.
• The Law of Possibility - If it happens, it must be possible.
• The Ordering Principle - Those supplies necessary for

yesterday's experiment must be ordered by no later that noon
tomorrow.

• Truths of Management –
Think before you act; it's not your money.
All good management is the expression of one great idea.
No executive devotes effort to proving himself wrong.
Cash in must exceed cash out.
Management capability is always less than the organization
actually needs.
Either an executive can do their job or they can't.
If sophisticated calculations are needed to justify an action,
don't do it.
If you are doing something wrong, you will do it badly.
If you are attempting the impossible, you will fail.
The easiest way of making money is to stop losing it.

30. Candid pictures
Take pictures!  Every office has an individual who likes to take
pictures.  Ask that person to take candid appropriate, clean shots of
employees, and add them to the “Fun Corner.”
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31. Jokes
Liven up your memos.  Get some clean one-liner jokes from books or
web sites then include them at the bottom of your memos.

32. Practical joke
Pull a practical joke on someone you know who can take it.  Make
sure it is clean, safe, proper, and not embarrassing.

33. Skits
Perform skits about you and your group’s work, strengths, and
weaknesses.

34. Personal funny incidents
It is always enjoyable and interesting to hear people telling real and
funny stories about themselves.  Most of the times as the person is
going through the event, it is not funny and it is even painful.  After it
is over, years later you think of it and laugh.  The following are two
special, personal incidents that I will never forget:

• When I was in high school, I got a job as a waiter/bus boy in
Huntington Sheraton hotel, in Pasadena, California.  Now it is
called Ritz Carlton.  As soon as I reported to work, I was told that
I would be serving in the special restaurant for the hotel guests
who were all wearing formal gowns.  I was to serve water, coffee,
rolls, and butter.  They showed me how I was to hold the tray, flat
on my open hand.  We could not use our thumbs to hold the end
of the tray.  We were to use the other hand to serve.  The water
glasses were large.  We filled them to the top with ice, then added
water to it.  Butter slices were placed in a plate full of ice.  We
were to use a special butter-serving fork with only two tines.  We
were to take a piece of butter with the fork and place it in the
special dish provided for each guest.

Guests started filling the room.  I started serving and all went
quite well for about 30 minutes.  Then, when I was serving butter
to this one lady wearing a long gown, the butter fell on her lap.  I
got so embarrassed!  I apologized and had some one go and
clean her up.  I went in the kitchen, did not want to serve
anymore.  Other experienced waiters encouraged me to continue
and shared some of their mishaps.  I went back in the room and
continued serving.  Wherever I went, I could see a lot of eyes
were following me.
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After a while the lady with the butter-stained dress needed more
butter.  As I was serving her, guess what happened?  Yes, I
dropped another piece of butter on the same lady.  Now I was
more embarrassed than ever, again I apologized and got some
one to clean her.

When I went back in the kitchen, I was determined to quit but
again they convinced me to stay.  One guy even mentioned that
he dropped a whole tray of food on a lady, and he was still there
making lots of tips.

Reluctantly I continued serving.  All the guests were watching
every single move that I was making.  There was this table with
three couples.  They had just walked in.  I needed to serve them
their water.  I started serving one of the gentlemen first.  As I
lowered the big glass of ice water to place in front of him, I poured
the other five glasses on his back.  The guy stood up with water
dripping from all over him and said with a big gasp “you’re
kidding, you’re kidding!”  This time, I apologized and left the hotel
and did not go back.  Can you believe they paid me for those
three and half hours after all that turmoil that I caused!

• About 15 years after high school graduation, I was in a club
having a beer with a friend.  All of a sudden a drunk man  started
laughing his head off and walked towards me.  He asked, “Your
name is Berge, isn’t it?”  I told him yes, then asked him why he
was laughing so hard?  He said that as soon as he saw me he
remembered our first conversation.  After we had just met, I
asked him “How long he was?”  He said he did not know what to
tell me six inches or six feet.  (Please note that in Armenian the
word tall and long is the same word in this situation.  I was a new
immigrant, I was in US for only four months then.)

If you have some funny experience, please write to me at
kct@quickconnection.com.  I plan to put them all together in a book
similar to Chicken Soup for the Soul books.

35. Funny group photos
Take a group photo of your office mates dressed up for Clash
Dressing Day ... or Polka Dots Day ... or Suspender Day ... or Weird
Hat Day ... or Bad Hair Day … or Bad Tie Day!

36. Unusual gifts
Offer your employees some unusual gifts (like free housecleaning
certificates) to celebrate the day.
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37. Traveling Bouquet.
Bring in a bouquet of flowers and present it to one of your co-workers.
Tell him or her, I want you to keep this on your desk for the next half-
hour.  Then pass it on to someone else and tell them to do the same!

38. Loving acts to others
Think how you felt last time when you performed a considerate, loving
act to some one you cared about.  I am sure you felt very good,
especially when they were not expecting it, and really appreciated
what you did for them.  Why don’t you do it more often around where
you work.  Do some caring acts to individuals anonymously and
secretly watch their reactions.  Get with others and do periodic caring,
loving acts to unexpecting individuals anonymously.

39. Funny movies
Sponsor “Noon Movie” funny movies.  Once a week, set up a VCR in
a room and show a funny movies during lunch.  Show reruns of short
30 minutes funny episodes of MASH or other situation comedies.

40. On-site masseuse
Hire an on-site masseuse for the day.  Get your colleagues to get
short good massages all day long.

41. Ping pong
Ping pong or table tennis is one of the easiest fun items to add at our
work.  It does not take much room, it is quite inexpensive, and almost
anyone can learn to play it in a short time.  It is a good exercise and
quite enjoyable.  You can have two to four people playing at the same
time.  You can also have two to three games from 11 points in about
10 to 15 minutes.  Especially for those of us that we are sitting most
of the day at our computers, this is a fast and easy way to get some
exercise at work.

While I was going to school, I was also working at Garret Corporation.
The company had about three ping pong tables set up just outside of
our work area.  We had two ten-minute coffee breaks and 30 minutes
for lunch.  At break times, we would race to get to the table as soon
as we could.  It was amazing how many people were able to
participate in that short 10 minutes.  It was fun to participate in the
game and as much fun to either cheer or boo our colleagues while
they were playing.
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42. Different route and routine
Get a copy of a street map that covers the streets from your home to
work.  Find at least four new and simple variations to your standard
route to and from work.  Every day take a different route.  It might not
be the fastest way to go to and from work, but you will see different
things and you will get out of your routines and enjoy your ride more.
Try to change you routines in other ways.  Listen to different radio
stations, different music, different talk shows, different tapes, and
CDs.  Do not forget books on tapes.

Design

43. Fun Corner
Set up a “Fun Corner.”  Designate one section of the office as the
place for fun.  Encourage employees to post cartoons, jokes, fun
activities schedule, fun committee member’s names, or other
materials that may please readers.  Place items that may produce a
smile or other good feelings.  Make sure to update it or change it at
least once a week to keep it more interesting and so that they keep
coming back to see it often.

44. Fun web page
Develop a web site to include similar items as the “Fun Corner”
above.  Additionally, place web sites that have fun and clean humor.
You may add links to some of the web sites listed in the appendix.

Food

45. Potluck lunches
Organize simple potluck lunches.  It could be as small group of two to
fifty or more.  Just suggest who could bring what, set up the date,
time, place, and enjoy the variety and camaraderie.

46. Pot-luck lunch contest
Same as above, except select a few judges and categories.  Get
some funny prizes.  Take picture of the winners and copies of their
recipes and place them on the bulletin board and the fun web site.

47. Pie-eating contest
Organize a pie-eating contest.  Keep the prize secret.  Have
additional cream pies and start throwing it to the winner as soon as
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he or she wins.  Make sure they are in paper plates, are light, and do
not hurt the recipient.

48. Interesting Pizza
Organize an Interesting Pizza Day.  Once a month, organize a group
to have Interesting gourmet pizza for lunch.  Gourmet pizza shops
now feature dozens of specialty toppings.  Go out, or bring in, or have
it delivered to your work place.  Encourage your group to try different
kinds of toppings.

49. Pizza party
Hold an all-employee pizza party with the name of your company
spelled out across the top of the pies in mushrooms or some other
ingredient.  Have pizza eating contest and reward the winner with an
unusual trophy.

50. Different Lunches
Get with a small group of colleagues and plan to go to a different
restaurant every week and keep track of them.  Challenge another
group to do the same.  During the Christmas week the group that did
go to less number of different restaurants for lunch would be the
looser and would buy the lunch for the other group.

This will provide a friendly competition and give you a chance to go
out to restaurants that you would not have gone if you were not in the
competition.
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Chapter 6: Celebrations

We need major monthly celebrations, weekly
important celebrations, daily minor
celebrations, and hourly joy breaks.
Celebrations give us opportunities to look at
some of the good, positive events around us.
Unfortunately our news media chooses to show us mostly the
negative news.  This has a profound negative affect on us.  We need
to have ways to focus on the good…, remember the good…,
encourage the good…, and live the good and fun-filled life.

Create events to celebrate.  Find excuses to celebrate and have fun
celebrating them.  It could be as simple as hump day (Wednesday,
half way through the work week.), Thank God It’s Friday (TGIF), pay
day, meeting a work related milestone, rewards and recognition,
successes (personal, group, department, division, corporation, or
industry), your birthday, other’s birthday, company events,
anniversaries (wedding or employment), holidays, etc.  Just think of
any opportunity to get people together and celebrate.

Celebrations do not have to be expensive or take up much time.  You
may celebrate by yourself or with a large group.  If you can not get
any one to join you the first time, do not be discouraged and celebrate
by yourself anyway.  As others see you celebrating, they will join you
eventually.  You may celebrate by going out to a special place, at
your office or work station.  You may want to use decoration, music,
skits, or other items from fun elements section.

Use your imagination and the tools discussed in ideas generation
section to decide how to celebrate any of these events, or holidays.

Holidays

Below is a list of American, Christian, Jewish and other holidays.  You
may want to add other holidays to this list, such as Buddhist, Muslim,
Canadian, German, and other national, company, or religious
holidays.  This list is not complete.  It is intended to get you started
thinking about holidays and celebrating all of them.

January - New Year’s Day, Martin Luther King Jr.
February - Groundhog Day, Valentine’s Day, Presidents Day, Ash

Wednesday
March - St. Patrick’s Day, First Day of Spring, Palm Sunday
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April - National Fun Day (April 1st), Passover, Good Friday, Easter,
Earth Day

May - May Day, Cinco de Mayo, National Day of Prayer, Mother’s
Day, Memorial Day

June - Flag Day, Father’s Day, First Day of Summer
July - Independence Day
August - Vacation time
September - Labor Day, Greek Festival, Rosh Hashanah, Yom

Kippur, First Day of Autumn
October - Oktoberfest, Columbus Day, Halloween
November - Election Day, Veteran’s Day, Thanksgiving
December – Hanukkah, First Day of Winter, Christmas
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Section III: Fun Ideas
Generation

If any of the ideas covered earlier do not
quite satisfy your need, or you may want to
see what other fun creative ideas you may
generate, you may want to use the tools
covered in this section.  Additionally, be

advised that these tools could also be used to develop all kinds of
ideas in almost any area of need.

So many people think that they are not creative and can not generate
new ideas.  They are all underestimating their capabilities.  By
applying some of the simple techniques described in this section, they
will also generate some real good useful ideas.  If you are one of
those individuals, please go on, read, and then apply these tools.  I
promise you, you will be pleasantly surprised from the results that you
produce.

Before we describe the seven tools to generate ideas, I like to share
with you two important elements related to creativity from Charles
“Chick” Thompson’s book titled “What A Great Idea”.  Creativity
Thumb Rules is the first one.  Read and apply these ideas to
generate more creative ideas:

Creativity Thumb Rules:

1. The best way to get great ideas is to get lots of ideas and throw
the bad ones away.

2. Create ideas that are fifteen minutes ahead of their time. . .not
light-years ahead.

3. Always look for a second right answer.
4. If at first you don't succeed . . . take a break!
5. Write down your ideas before you forget them!
6. If everyone says you're wrong, you're one step ahead.  If

everyone laughs at you, you're two steps ahead.
7. The answer to any problem "pre-exists."  We need to ask the right

question to reveal the answer.  --Jonas Salk
8. When you ask a dumb question, you get a smart answer.  --

Aristotle
9. Never solve a problem from its original perspective.
10. Visualize your problem as solved before solving it.
11. All behavior consists of opposites . . . Learn to see things

backward, inside out, and upside down.  --Lao-tzu, Tao-te Ching
12. Challenging an assumptions can turn obstacles into opportunities.
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13. If different shoes don't work, try looking at your problem from a
helicopter . . . or a space ship.

14. Think like Nature.  Ask "How would Nature solve this problem?"
--Jonas Salk

15. Swipe from the best, then adapt.  --Tom Peters
16. Make sure that the penalty for failure is not greater than the

penalty for doing nothing.
17. Often it's the interesting part of an idea--not the positive or

negative--that leads to innovation.
18. Writing down your ideas is like money in the bank.
19. Always start a sixty-minute meeting with a one-minute warm-up

exercise.
20. Make friends with your shower.  If inspired to sing, maybe the

song has an idea in it for you.  --Albert Einstein

The following are the “Killer Phrases” from Thompson’s
book:

1. "Yes, but. . . "
2. "We tried that before."
3. "That's irrelevant."
4. "We haven't got the manpower."
5. "Obviously, you misread my request."
6. "Don't rock the boat!"
7. "The boss (or competition) will eat you alive."
8. "Don't waste time thinking."
9. "Great idea, but not for us."
10. "It'll never fly."
11. "Don't be ridiculous."
12. "People don't want change."
13. "It's not in the budget."
14. "Put it in writing."
15. "It will be more trouble than it's worth."
16. "It isn't your responsibility."
17. "That's not in your job description."
18. "You can't teach an old dog new tricks."
19. "Let's stick with what works."
20. "We've done all right so far."
21. "The boss will never go for it."
22. "It's too far ahead of the times."
23. . . . laughter. . .
24. . . . suppressed laughter. . .
25. . . . condescending grin. . .
26. . . . dirty looks. . .
27. "Don't fight city hall!"
28. "I'm the one who gets paid to think."
29. "What will people say?"
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30. "Get a committee to look into that."
31. "If it ain't broke, don't fix it."
32. "You have got to be kidding."
33. "No!"
34. "We've always done it this way."
35. "It's all right in theory. . . but. . ."
36. "Be practical!"
37. "Do you realize the paperwork it will create?"
38. "Because I said so."
39. "I'll get back to you."
40. . . . silence. . .

I use this list of killer phrases in my workshops.  As part of the
introduction I present the workshop ground rules.  One of the rules is
that we should have as much fun as possible as we work towards our
main objectives.  There are many other rules, but I will cover only two
other rules here.  I give each participant a copy of the killer phrases
above and provide five to ten foam balls.  Then I tell them that if any
one hears or sees an expression from the killer phrases to throw the
ball at that person.  I also encourage them to throw the ball to the
person who comes late, or interrupts, or talks too much, or gets off
the main topic.  Sometimes we throw the ball to each other just for the
heck of it, or when we see that we are getting too serious.
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Chapter 7: Brainstorming

Brainstorming is a term that is often misused.  The main purpose of
brainstorming is to devote some time and generate as many ideas as
you can on a particular topic.  Brainstorming is done by one
individual, by a group, or a combination of both methods.

The best results of brainstorming is achieved using the following
guidelines:
• Use a good facilitator to guide the group
• Conduct these meetings first thing in the morning
• Have a clear objective of the session sent to all participants a

week in advance with invitations to the meeting place and time
• Provide the following in either the invitation letter or part of the

introduction:
1. problem definition
2. history
3. consequences if not solved
4. benefits

• Assign an idea recorder
• Apply the following rules during the brainstorming session

1. Create and have fun as mush as possible without loosing the
focus and main objective of the meeting

2. Develop as many ideas as possible
3. Solicit and develop wild, and unusual ideas
4. Do not allow any criticism or use of “Killer Phrases” (ref.

Section III, Ideas Generation introduction.)
5. Piggy-back on other’s ideas and create a modified idea

• Develop a few key questions before the session
• Ask all participants to write as many answers to a key question on

3X5 cards quietly and individually
• After a five to ten minutes, get each to share their ideas
• Document the ideas on view foils or on a PC with overhead

projection system for all to see
• Discuss each idea
• Repeat this cycle until all the questions are answered
• Categorize
• Select the most promising ones
• Allow the boss to attend but not lead
• Squelch personal verbal attacks
• Define the next steps
• After the meeting send meeting notes and future updates to all

participants.
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Chapter 8: Two-Word Hierarchy

Two-Word Hierarchy is a very simple tool.  You should be able to
apply it within a few minutes.  Just follow these steps:

1. Define your challenge
2. Write two words that represent the essence of your challenge
3. Split each word into two separate attributes or other related words
4. Split each into two more attributes or other related words
5. Continue splitting the them until you run out of ideas
6. Examine each word on the list to identify ideas
7. List your new ideas
8. Repeat this process with different two words until you have

enough ideas

This is an example of its use.  Let us consider the challenge of having
fun when doing something we do not like to do:

1. Define your challenge
Have fun at work while doing tasks that you do not like to do.

2. Write two words that represents the essence of your
challenge

Fun
Work

3. Split each word into two separate attributes or other related
words

Fun – enjoyment and pleasure
Work – Attempt, exertion

4. Split each into two more attributes or other related words
Enjoyment – satisfaction, fulfillment
Pleasure – cartoons, jokes
Attempt – best, creative
Exertion – effort, energy

5. Continue splitting them until you run out of ideas
Satisfaction – paycheck, positive thoughts
Fulfillment – necessary work, joyful
Cartoons – work related, funny
Jokes – boss, colleagues
Best – habits, thoughts
Creative – work, workers
Effort – best, cheerfully
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Energy – positive, influence

6. Examine each word on the list to identify ideas
Attempt – attempt to think positively about the job and find some one

else who can do it better and cheaper for your boss.
Best – improve your attitude about it and do the best you can
Boss – get the boss to see if someone else could do the task better.
Cartoons – look in the book and find some cartoons that relate to this

work and place it on the bulletin board
Cheerfully – attempt to do it cheerfully, “motion before emotion”, start

acting cheerfully even though you don’t feel like it and the feeling
will follow.

Colleagues – find others who like to do the work
Creative – find innovative ways to improve the task so that it could be

automated or done by someone else
Effort – put your best effort to find a better more satisfying job
Energy – don’t waste your energy on negative thoughts and negative

actions
Enjoyment – relax and enjoy yourself during break so that when you

get top this task you are not tense
Exertion – do not exert too much energy on this task
Fulfillment – find ways to get fulfillment from doing this task
Fun – see how you can perform this task with some fun elements,

such as music and dancing
Funny – find a few funny people you could share your thoughts and

have them cheer you up
Habits – make a habit to think of good and positive things and focus

on them, not the negative things
Influence – see who is a positive influence in your area and spend

more time with him
Jokes – find some good jokes and tell others
Joyful - be joyful as much as you can, remember “motion before

emotion”
Necessary work – we all have to do some work that we do not like,

but this is necessary.  Just learn to enjoy them.
Paycheck – we all get paid for drawing and for erasing
Pleasure – there are more things that give me pleasure at my work

than those that do not.
Positive – I must be positive all the time
Positive thoughts – I influence my action by my thoughts
Satisfaction – I will be satisfied as soon as I know that I am doing my

best
Thoughts – positive thoughts are vital to my health
Work – work is one of those things that we all must do, let me make it

as much fun as I can
Work related – work related tasks are not all fun, somehow I will make

it fun, or at least more pleasurable
Workers – other workers are doing tasks that are so much worse than
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mine.

7. List your new ideas
• Attempt to think positive about the job and find some one else

who can do it better and cheaper for your boss.
• Improve your attitude about it and do the best you can
• Get the boss to see how that task can be done better by

someone else
• Look in the book and find some cartoons that relate to this work

and place it on the bulletin board
• Attempt to do it cheerfully, “motion before emotion”, start acting

cheerfully even though you don’t feel like it and the feeling will
follow.

• Find others who like to do the work
• Find innovative ways to improve the task so that it could be

automated or done by someone else
• Put your best effort to find a better more satisfying job
• Don’t waste your energy on negative thoughts and negative

actions
• Relax and enjoy yourself during break so that when you get to

this task you are not tense
• Do not exert too much energy on this task
• Find ways to get fulfillment from doing this task
• See how you can perform this task with some fun elements, such

as music and dancing
• Find a few funny people you could share your thoughts and have

them cheer you up
• Make a habit to think of good and positive things and focus on

them, not the negative things
• See who is a positive influence in your area and spend more time

with him
• Be joyful as much as you can, remember “motion before emotion”
• We all have to do some work that we do not like, but we have to.

Just learn to enjoy them.
• We all get paid for drawing and for erasing
• There are more things that give me pleasure at my work than

those that do not.
• I must be positive all the time
• I influence my action by my thoughts
• I will be satisfied as soon as I know that I am doing my best
• Positive thoughts are vital to my health
• Work is one of those things that we all must do, let me make it as

much fun as I can
• Work related tasks are not all fun, somehow I will make it fun, or

at least more pleasurable
• Other workers are doing tasks that are so much worse than mine.
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Chapter 9: Force Field Analysis

Force field analysis is a very useful tool.  It helps you to describe the
present situation, and gets you to focus on the desired outcome.  It
also asks you to determine the forces that help you get to the desired
situation, and forces that hinders you from going towards the desired
situation.  This tool could be used in conjunction with the ideal
solution method, covered in the next chapter.  You use the ideal
solution method to describe the future state.  Follow the steps of the
ideal solution method and then do the force field analysis.

The following are the key steps of force field analysis:

1. Before starting to solve any challenge / problem, write down a
paragraph or two describing the initial state of your challenge.
When you are satisfied with the description, verify it with others
that are familiar with the challenge.

2. Write a paragraph or two describing the desired state, this is
when your challenge is resolved and all are working at its
optimum potential.  This description should be clear enough to
keep you focussed on the end-results and guide you like a
beacon while you are working to resolve the challenge.

3. List all the restraining forces.  These are items like hurdles.  They
slow you down, block, or produce negative effects on your
progress towards the desired state.

4. List all the driving forces.  These are elements that help you and
your team go towards the desired state.

5. Now list all the actions you can take to either go around the
restraining forces, or go over them, or totally eliminate them.

6. List all the actions you can take to leverage from the driving
forces, so that you can move towards your desired state much
faster and easier.

7. Derive a plan to reduce or eliminate the restraining forces,
increase, and leverage the driving forces and the steps you need
to take to reach your desired state from your present state.

8. Implement your plan.
Desired State

Restraining Forces

Driving Forces

Initial State
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Chapter 10: Ideal Solution Method

It is amazing how this tool works almost every time.  Most people put
limits and perimeters around their problem that usually are not there.
These imaginary limits cause most of us find no optimum solution,
and sometimes no solutions at all.  This tool, if applied properly,
eliminates some of those pitfalls.

These are the steps we need to take to apply the Ideal Solution
method:

1.  Assume you have all the necessary talents; talented staff,
equipment, tools, funds, time, supportive people, environment,
resources, and whatever else you might need.

2.  Review your desired state description of your challenge as
described in the “force field analysis” chapter 9, ideas generation
section.

3.  For a few minutes, imagine the best solution or features of the
solution in your challenge.

4.  Record your thoughts freely in an outline format.  Break it down
any way you want, by elements, functions, features, or any other
way.

5.  Place or post your outline at a place where you and others could
see it often.

6.  Ask others to add to your outline whenever they get an idea
without erasing any part.

7.  Review your outline of ideas occasionally.
8.  Whenever you get other ideas, just add them to the outline

As you write the ideas down, you will notice that most of them will be
within your resources and capabilities.  At the end, when you find a
few items that require more resources than what you have, simply try
to get the resource.  If you cannot get them, remove it from your list,
and work on the other ideas.
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Chapter 11: Functions & Attributes

Industry, government, and academia developed a method to produce
complex systems.  It is called systems engineering.  This
methodology and processes could be applied in many areas.  It is a
logical thought process, looking at the complete system and the
environment to analyze and develop the necessary items to reach the
desired state.  Functions & attributes analysis is a very small part of
systems engineering.  The following are some of the basic steps to
apply the Functions & Attributes tool:

1. Prepare a challenge statement
2. Describe the project or system
3. List its main functions (purpose, what it does)
4. List Attributes (characteristics, traits and/or features)
5. Go through functions and attributes and write down ideas

you get to modify, improve, or create the project or the
system.

6. List the elements (parts, or pieces) of your project or
system

7. Next to each item write its function, purpose
8. For each part write its present or desired attributes

(characteristics, traits, or features)
9. Go through functions and attributes and write down ideas

you get to modify, improve, or create each element.
10. Now integrate some of the ideas from steps 5 and 9.

Let’s look at an example of how we could use this tool:

1. Prepare a challenge statement

The challenge is to organize a talent show.

2. Describe the project or system

A talent show where the department and staff could get together
during lunch and have a good time.

3. List its main functions

Create fun, camaraderie, and teamwork.

4. List Attributes (characteristics, traits and/or features)

Fun, enjoyable, free, does not interfere with work, all participate,
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special awards and recognition to winners and organizers

5. Go through functions and attributes and write down ideas
you get to modify, improve, or create the project or the
system.

• Get management ownership and support
• Select creative individuals to join the planning team
• List type of talents to include in the show
• Define the quantity, types, and quality of the awards
• Etc.

6. List the elements (parts or pieces) of your project or system

• Participants
• Attendees
• Awards
• Room
• Date and time
• Invitations
• Etc.

7. Next to each item write its function

• Participants – organize and entertain/show talent
• Attendees – attend, enjoy, and hopefully plan to participate in

the future
• Awards – reward and encourage
• Room – hold the show in
• Date and time – event details
• Invitations – inform and attract participants and attendees

8. For each part write its present or desired attributes
(characteristics, traits, or features)

• Participants – friendly, talented, creative, organized
• Attendees – friendly, encouraging
• Awards – useful, recipients will be proud to receive them,

within department budget
• Room – spacious, bright, all can get to it easily, close
• Date and time – convenient to all, during work hours if

possible
• Invitations – individual, e-mail, personal, bulletin boards,

mailed to homes

9. Go through functions and attributes and write down ideas
you get to modify, improve, or create each element.
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• Solicit for participants
• Talk to a few creative enthusiastic members of your

department and get their support
• Organize a meeting to gather ideas from the organizing

committee
• Investigate to see what type of talents are available
• Select items to include in the talent show
• Prepare a list of the type of awards
• Etc.

10. Now integrate ideas from steps 5 and 9.  If you get a new
idea add to this list

• Get management ownership and support
• Select creative individuals to join the planning team
• Define the quantity, types, and quality of the awards
• Solicit for participants
• Talk to a few creative enthusiastic members of your

department and get their support
• Organize a meeting to gather ideas from the organizing

committee
• Investigate to see what type of talents are available
• Select items to include in the talent show
• Prepare a list of the type of awards
• Etc.
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Chapter 12: Internal Consultant

Internal consultant innovation tool is one of the most amazing and
one of my favorite tools.  It seems too simple as you read it.  As soon
as you apply it, you will see the results.  Her is the process:

1.  Select a person, living or dead, real or fictional, who appeals to
you for one reason or another.  A person who is or was extremely
wise, creative, and experienced in your particular challenge.  i.e.
Tom Peters, Peter Drucker, Walt Disney, Benjamin Franklin,
Thomas Edison, Albert Einstein, Buddah, Jesus Christ etc.

2.  Visualize him or her sitting with you in your favorite, most
comfortable, peaceful, serene, and beautiful place you can
imagine.

3.  Start asking him or her the questions you have on your challenge.
4.  Imagine the approaches he would take to solve your challenge
6.  Record your thoughts

If you can not come up with an imaginary internal consultant, think of
individuals that are or were very successful.  They do not need to
have experience in the same are.  Use one of them and see what
results you get.  If that individual does work well for you and does not
give you some good ideas, “fire” him and “hire” another one.  They
are cheap, every one in this world can afford them.  Read their
biographies, learn, and emulate their ways of facing and overcoming
challenges.

For example, let us hire Jerry Lewis to consult us on how we could
possibly have more fun at work.  What would he recommend?  First
he might make some real funny face and say DUH!!!!, he might take a
paper roll it up and use it as antenna and try to communicate with his
comedy writer.  He might give you ideas on how you could get his
movie archives, and copy only his funny short sections from his
movies.  Then you can play them on your during your lunchtime
videos.  He might start impersonating your boss or even you.

What about hiring Walt Disney?  He might place cartoon figures all
over the walls then change the décor and color of your office to have
some Disney themes.  He might add some music, special costumes,
he might even make all bearded men shave their beards.

What about asking Jesus Christ?  He would come, love us all, and tell
us to love one another, as He loved us.
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Chapter 13: Automatic Writing

We have many ideas hidden in our subconscious.  Automatic writing,
(others call it free-writing) is an approach to get some of those hidden
nuggets out to your conscious.

1. Pause one minute and think about some of the elements of your
challenge

2. Then, before you had a chance to think it all out, begin writing
spontaneously

3. Stick to your topic
4. Do not stop for anything
5. Write quickly without rushing
6. Don’t struggle over form or correctness
7. Don’t cross out
8. Do not read over what you wrote until your time is up
9. If you can not think of things to write, write “I will have good ideas

soon” over and over again until you get some thoughts.
10. Continue writing for a minimum of five minutes (10 minutes is

better)
11. Do not look at your watch or clock, set an alarm clock, or ask

someone to let you know when it is time.

A variation of this would be to take a tape recorder and start
verbalizing your ideas, without stopping.  When you do not have
ideas, keep telling yourself that you will come up with new ideas.  Or
pretend you are talking to your internal consultant or your recording,
or just repeating his or her ideas.

After you write or tape your thoughts, review and write down or
underline, highlight all the new ideas that you have discovered.
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Section IV: Fun Implementation

In this section, we cover many tools
to help you implement fun at work.
These principles apply to most
other areas of work and life in
general for one person or a group
of people.  You do not need to have
detailed plans and goals to get
started toward this vital life journey.
You just need to start with one word
or two in each of the key areas
covered in this section.

First we introduce the concept of Peer Alliance, the best and the
easiest support system you can have to help you reach your goals.
Then we discuss the destiny roadmap, the seven phases of shaping
our destiny.  Then you will be guided step by step to draft each of the
vital success elements.  You will be introduced to some practical tools
to achieve your goals.  Additionally, you will be introduced to a very
effective support system.  If applied properly, this will assure that you
achieve your goals and shape your destiny to the exact form you
envision.

These tools will get you started.  It is just the beginning, first rough
draft.  You will need to review, revise, and evaluate them periodically
to confirm your commitments and assure their validity.  You need to
share it with your peer alliance members and ask for their comments
and support.  The key to success is persistence, application of the
principles, support systems, peer alliance and others covered later in
this book.

Additionally, we need to develop the following vital traits to be
successful: We should not…

1. Fear
2. Doubt
3. Give excuses for not doing something
4. Procrastinate
5. Be greedy
6. Violate our conscience
7. Be lazy

Now, read on and start applying what you learn to enjoy your life
more than ever.
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Chapter 14: Peer Alliance

One of the most important and crucial elements of implementation is
having a good support and accountability system.  Most of us do not
have the necessary discipline to meet all of our commitments.  This is
true especially the commitments we make to ourselves.  One of the
ways to help this situation is to have individuals that you meet with
often and they provide the encouragement, support, and help you
need to meet your objectives.

It is always good to have one or two individuals that you could count
on to help and support you to meet your commitments.  I call this
“Peer Alliance”.  This is similar to the buddy system as it is used in the
military, while diving, and during climbing adventures.  It is alliance
among two or three peers.  If we apply these techniques at work,
church, and community, we will achieve more of our goals more
easily and have fun at the same time.  Additionally, we will have a
much higher number of volunteers in community and church projects.

This was recognized thousands of years ago.  Christ sent His
disciples two by two to achieve certain goals.  Additionally, the
following is written in Ecclesiastes 4:9-12:

“Two can accomplish more than twice as much as one,
for the results can be much better.  If one falls, the other
pulls him up; but if a man falls when he is alone, he is in
trouble …  And one standing alone can be attacked and
defeated, but two can stand back-to-back and conquer;
three is even better, for a triple-braided cord is not easily
broken.”

You can have many different peer alliances with different individuals
for various purposes.  You can apply peer alliance guidelines by
having one or two other individuals to agree to the following items to
have more fun at work:
• Have as much fun as possible without getting into trouble and

decreasing productivity
• Encourage each other all the time
• Keep each other accountable to have fun
• Keep each other accountable to meet other commitments
• Meet periodically to check on each other’s progress and quality of

work life

After you agree with most of these items, get together and have a
special peer alliance celebration.  During this celebration add some
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other agreements to the list and make a special memorable event.
Please meet at least weekly, have fun, reinforce your agreement, and
make sure each one of you is having fun at work.  If one of you do
not, the others need to help and encourage the other.  All of us are
going to have days when we are not at our peak state.  This is when
we need nice supportive individuals to be on our side and encourage
us.  Peer alliances fulfill this need and provide a win-win relationships
to all that are involved.
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Chapter 15: Fun Destiny Roadmap

You and only you should control your destiny.  You can
ABSOLUTELY DO SO by applying some fundamental principles that
are covered in this section.  Here you will begin to develop your own
and/or your team’s vision, mission, and goals to have more fun at
work.  You will lay the groundwork for achieving your goals,
subsequently shaping and controlling your destiny.

Destiny Roadmap
As shown on the figure below, there are seven distinct phases we go
through to develop our destiny.  The more time we spend in each of
the steps the more we assure the attainment of the next step.

These seven steps are sequential phases that we go through to reach
our destiny:

• See, read, and / or hear about a particular topic
• Think about it
• Believe it
• Act on it
• Make a habit of it
• Shape our character
• Shape our destiny

The more we see, read, or hear a topic the more we think about it.
The more we think about that topic, the more we believe in it.  We act
according to our beliefs.  If we act enough times in a certain way, it
becomes our habit.  After we make a habit, we keep doing it
automatically, it starts shaping our character, and in turn it shapes our
destiny.

Sow Reap
• See / Read / Hear Think
• Think Believe
• Believe Act
• Act Make Habits
• Make Habits Shape Character
• Shape Character Shape Destiny

Think   . . .

Believe   . . .

Act  . . .

See / Read / Hear ...

Make Habits

Shape Character

Shape Destiny

See / Read / Hear
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Take a few minutes and write down all you can do to see, read, and
hear or listen to some things that are fun for you:
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Do your best to spend more time with people that are fun to be
around.  Tell yourself often that you are a fun loving person and will
have more fun at work from now on.  Write down one paragraph
affirmation and read it daily to yourself.  Use your own words and
describe the fun person you like to become.  Write it using present
tense, as if you are that fun loving and fun acting person right now.

See as many funny movies as you can.  Listen to, or see lots of
comedy shows.  Learn clean jokes, and tell them to a few of your
friends.

Think
The more time you spend in seeing, reading, hearing or listening to
fun related items, the more you will be thinking about fun.  As you
think on fun items you will start believing that fun is good and you are
a fun loving and fun acting person.

Here I like to share a few statements from one of the Lou Tice’s
seminars:
• “If we change the way we think, we change the way we act.”
• “My present thoughts determine my future.”
• “Every statement you make to yourself has an effect on your

subconscious.  Be careful of what you say to you.  Control the
quality of your self talk.”  (Self-talk is what you say or think about
yourself especially after you do something right or wrong.)

Dr. David Stoop also writes in his book titled “Self talk”:
• “Our thoughts create our emotions”
• ”Our thoughts affect our behavior”
• “We create change in our lives by gaining control of our thoughts”

As you can see, your thoughts are very important.  Think good
thoughts, and think about fun and its benefits, described in the
introduction section.

Believe
If we hear and think enough about something, after a while we start
believing it to be true.  So make sure you are reading, seeing,
listening and hearing about fun items as much as you can, which in

turn will get you to think about them often.  After a while this will
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have you believing in fun and seeing yourself as a fun loving and
joyful person.

Tony Robbins has a very good concept of our belief system.  It is
shown in the diagram bellow.

Notice that our beliefs are based on some supporting references.
Some of these references were placed there when we were children.
At that time, we could not reason accurately, and we just blindly
believed them.  Some of them are perceptions of our selves as not
being a fun loving person.  We need to review our supporting
references and eliminate those that are not valid.  We need to place
new supporting references, such as we are fun loving and joyful
individuals.  As you implement some of the suggestions made earlier,
you will renew your supporting references and start believing that you
are a fun person to be around.

Act
“We act and perform in accordance to the “truth” as we perceive it to
be”, said Lou Tice.  Therefore, as we believe we are fun loving joyful
individuals, we will start acting as such.

We always act and move towards what we focus on.  Knowing this we
need to make sure that we are always thinking and are focused on
positive and fun items.

Make habits
If we act in a certain way for a long time we form a habit, then it
becomes our nature.  We do them without much thought or effort.  If
we do something daily for 28 days, it becomes a habit.  If we continue
doing it for another 28 days, it becomes part of us.

Be very careful to start small, but do it every day.  If you miss a day or
two, do not worry, just go back to doing it again and again until you
make a habit.  Just as when you started walking, you fell hundreds of
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times, but you kept getting up and walking again.  You did not give up
then, so do not give up now, even if you fail many, many times over.
As long as you go back and do your best, again and again, eventually
you will succeed and make it a habit.

Use feedback, control, & support system which is covered later in this
book in the vital success elements section.  It will give you the
required behavioral feedback to keep you on track.

Shape character and destiny
Your character will be shaped as you act regularly in a particular way
for a long time.  By knowing these principles, now you can improve
some of the character traits you have or create new ones.  First
decide what character traits you want to have.  Start seeing, reading,
hearing, and listening to people on the subjects that support those
character traits.  If you do enough of it, you will automatically be
thinking about them.  After hearing and thinking, you will start
believing; then acting; then making appropriate habits, then shaping
your character, and eventually shaping your destiny.

Use the simple steps covered earlier in this section to prepare your
fun destiny roadmap:

• List the traits you want to have as a person who is having fun.
• See, read, hear, and listen to fun items.  Remember the benefits

of fun and the fun personal traits you listed above.
• Think about the items you heard, seen, or read about for about 10

minutes daily.
• Review your supporting references for your beliefs and place new

ones there, evidences of fun traits, events and opportunities in
your life.

• Act on some of the ideas covered in this book for at least 28
days.

• Act another 28 days to create fun and make it one of your habits.
• Make sure you do these things so well that they shape your

character and destiny automatically.
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Chapter 16: KCT Vital Success Elements

There are some very basic vital success elements.  If applied
properly, your success on a project or an effort will be assured.  I call
it KCT Vital Success Elements.

These vital success elements are divided into three groups,
“direction”, “foundation”, and “support system”.  The direction group
includes our vision of the project, the purpose or mission, the goals,
and daily activities to reach our goals.

The “foundation” group includes fun/flexibility, creativity, teamwork,
and leadership.

The third group, “support element”, this includes feedback, control,
your support system, rest and relaxation, and energy.

This sketch summarizes the KCT Vital Success Elements:

Direction

Supports

Foundation
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Chapter 17: Vital Success Elements - Direction

Vision and Mission Statements

“Where there is no vision, the people perish.”  This was written over
two thousand years ago in Proverbs 29:18, it is still valid.  We either
create our own vision that shapes our destiny or we live out someone
else’s creation.  Which one is better for you?

When you develop a vision with the characteristics listed in this book,
you will have renewed vigor and enthusiasm to develop your goals.
You will accomplish your daily tasks in support of your goals, and get
closer to your ideal vision each day.

Vision is a statement describing what an organization or a person
wants and plans to become in the future.  It is like a lighthouse that
illuminates rather than limits our direction.  It is a direction rather than
destination.  It is your foresight, creating an ideal, preferred future
with grand purpose of greatness.

Vision statement is different from mission statement.  A mission
statement describes the main purpose of an organization or a person
that provides or produces some product or service.  Mission is what
we do, vision is what we want to be in the future.

Vision is idealistic, authentic, recognized as uniquely ours,
extraordinary, clear, and challenging.  It is inspiring, ennobling,
empowering, stable, and guides your mission statement.  A vision
serves others; requires great sacrifice, provokes confidence, makes
sense in the marketplace, and encourages and dares all to take day-
to-day risks to get closer to it.

Vision without action is just like a dream.  It is realized only by
developing and applying strategies, long range goals, intermediate
goals, implementation plans, and daily actions supporting the vision.

Joel Barker, in his video entitled “The Power of Vision”, compared
vision to a rope that helps us go across a wild river where the future
is.  If we do not have the rope, we have no control of where we will
end up in the wild river of life.

Now take a break for a few hours.  Go to one of your favorite
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places that you have not visited for a while.  Take a pad of paper and
pen and write down a few thoughts.  Describe your desired future in a
sentence and check it against the characteristics listed earlier.  Make
appropriate changes until you satisfy most of the characteristics.
Then prepare your strategies and your long-range and intermediate
goals.  Once you have decided on your goals, make sure that
everything you do every day supports those goals.

To have more fun at work, you may want to have part of your vision
statement to include some statement like this:

One key element of my vision is to be full of joy all the
time, and influence others to become joyful as well.

Additionally, your mission statement may have some statement that
includes some words similar to these:

My mission is to perform my tasks effectively while
having fun at work on my own and with my colleagues.

Study the statements above and develop your own vision and mission
statements.  Write it out and place copies at a few places where you
could see them often.  If you do that, you will be reminded often to
create and have more fun at work.

The following is my family mission statement for your reference:

Our home is a place where our family, friends, and
guests find joy, comfort, peace, and happiness.  We
create a clean and orderly environment, yet livable and
comfortable.  We exercise wisdom in what we choose to
eat, read, see, and do.  We continuously act lovingly,
learn, laugh, have fun, work, and develop our unique
talents.

Our wants are subject to our means.  Except for long
term home loans, we seek to keep ourselves free from
consumer debt.  We spend less than we earn, regularly
save, invest, and give to God part of our incomes, our
times, and efforts.
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Goals

“People who set goals, document and implement them, make twice
as much money as those who do not.”  Zig Ziglar in Success 1996
seminar.

Goals need to be S.M.A.R.T.  Goals need to have these attributes:

• S - Specific
• M - Measurable
• A - Achievable
• R – Relevant to your overall vision
• T - Time, deadline, planned completion date

Our goals should be supporting our vision and mission statements.
Long range goals may be goals that you want to achieve within one
year or more.  Intermediate goals could be less than one year.  This is
not set in concrete.  You define your own time for the goals, but make
sure you have long range and intermediate goals.  Your long range
goals could be weekly goals, and short ones could be for daily.  It is
up to you.  Use whichever method feels good to you.  The key is in
documentation and follow up.

Daily Activities

Basic elements of time are events.  If we fail to control the events in
our lives, then events will control us and we will not get to our desired
destinations.  An effective tool to control the events of our lives is the
day planner.

We need to make time; five to ten minutes each day and each week,
to decide how we will spend our most important and non-renewable
resource, our time.  Stephen Covey, the author of Seven Habits of
Highly Effective People recommends to list your roles at work, home,
church, and community.  Then write down what you want to
accomplish during the week in each of these roles.  Daily review the
weekly plan and complete the tasks planned for the day.

This is the most important element of the KCT Success Elements.  If
we do not have control of our daily activities we can not achieve the
rest.

We need to plan our activities and prioritize them.  First make a list of
the tasks you need to perform.  Then review what you wrote, and
place one of the following codes next to each to help you prioritize
them:

• A - Vital/must accomplish,
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• B - Important to accomplish,
• C - Nice to accomplish

Review the items you rated A - Vital.  Assign sequential numbers,
putting the most important one as 1, less important 2, etc.  The most
vital task would be A1, then A2.  Then start working on A1 task.  Do
not start task A2 until task A1 is completed.

Make sure you plan for joy breaks at least every two hours.  Better
yet, schedule in a few seconds joy break, and a few stretches hourly.
Additionally, the use of behavioral feedback charts included in the
support system section will help you make a habit of using this
approach.
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Chapter 18: KCT Vital Success  Elements -
Foundation

KCT Vital Success Elements - foundation includes fun, flexibility,
creativity, innovation, teamwork, and leadership.  In all our
endeavors, we need to make sure we are having some fun and are
flexible enough so that we can bend and not break.  We also need to
have an open mind and think outside the box, use the creativity tools
(discussed in Idea generation section) to innovate.  Additionally, we
need to be a good team player, contribute to our team’s efforts, and
be a proactive person to lead as necessary to accomplish our own or
team’s goals.

Fun

“Merry heart is like a good medicine” was written a few thousand
years ago in the Bible.  The word merry in Greek means hilarious.  A
laughing, joyful, and hilarious heart is good for all of us.  It is even
healing.

“It’s amazing how small our problems seem when we look at them
through laughing eyes.”  Write Robert McGaw in his book titled
“Learning to Laugh at Work”.

Robert McGaw also lists the following fundamental benefits of humor:
• Humor bonds teams
• Humor reduces stress
• Humor helps us keep problems in perspective
• Keeps you from moping
• Helps you start hoping
• Leads you toward coping

For more information on fun, please refer to the other sections of this
book.

Creativity/Innovation & Flexibility

If you can read you can innovate.  So many people think that they are
not creative and can not generate new ideas.  They are all
underestimating their capabilities.  If they just apply some of the
simple techniques described in idea generation section, they will also
generate some real good and useful ideas.  If you are one of those
individuals, please go on, read, and then apply these simple tools.  I
promise you, you will be pleasantly surprised from the results that you
produce.
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Teamwork
Each one of us belongs to many groups.  These groups may be
related to many of these categories: family, friends, work, community,
race, etc.  We are social animals.  We need each other.  Those that
think that they do not need anybody are fooling themselves, and are
not thinking rationally.  Maybe because they were hurt by previous
relationships.

In order for us to live joyfully, we need to be good team players.  We
should realize that we are members of many teams.  We also need to
provide positive contributions to the team efforts and its members.  As
we contribute to the welfare of our teams, we will get so much more
than our contributions in return.

The most powerful teams for you could be your peer alliances.  (Peer
Alliance is covered at the beginning of the implementation section.)  If
you have not started your peer alliances yet, please do so as soon as
possible so that you could start reaping its benefits.

There is an Armenian proverb that states, “Tell me who is your friend
and I will tell you who you are.”  This is so true.  People that we spend
most of our times with are being influenced by us and we are in turn
being influenced by them.  Therefore, we need to choose our team
members carefully.  We must spend most of our times with individuals
that provide positive influences in our lives.

Please take a few moments and list the names of individuals that
encourage, support, and are positive influence to in you and your
team.

1 _________________ 2 ____________________

3 _________________ 4 ____________________

5 _________________ 6 ____________________

7 _________________ 8 ____________________

9 _________________  10 ___________________

Review this list and write down how and where you can spend more
time with each one of them...

Leadership

We  all need to become leaders in our own areas and cultivate the
following leaders’ skills from the book titled Skills for Success:
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• Recognize weaknesses and strengths in self and others.
• Set goals and meet them.
• Pass on credit to others for personal contributions.
• Find and use the right resources to accomplish a task.
• Measure the degree of success or failure in an operation.
• Turn every situation into a learning experience.
• Understand the use of power.  Accept it in your position.
• Deal with the present realistically, while retaining the stuff

of which dreams are made.
• Constantly strive to know and understand more about

everything.
• Discriminate between truth, wishful thinking, and hard

facts.
• Awaken those around you to an understanding of their

full potential.

Enthusiasm is one of the key skills of a good leader.  It should be
added to the list above.  This is a trait that many do not have but can
cultivate.

Roger von Oech discusses enthusiasm in his book titled “A Whack on
the Side of the Head”:

“Combination of traits, playfulness and intensity, makes
a person enthusiastic.  The Greek word enthusiasmos
means ‘the God within you.’  Enthusiastic people seem to
have access to a spirit which serves as their source of
inspiration.

Everybody should be the leader in their own life, and personal
activities.  Whenever we have any opportunity to help improve a
behavior, situation, service or a product we should take positive
actions to improve them.

We need to be proactive, take the initiative to make a difference.  (For
a good coverage for proactiveness, please refer to Stephen Covey’s
book, The Seven Habits of Highly effective People.)

When someone complains about something, or when you see
something that you do not like, ask yourself and others what can be
done about it.  If appropriate, take the necessary steps to make a
difference.

Do not waste your time with people that are always griping without
taking any positive steps towards resolving the issues.  When they
start complaining about anything, ask them what can they do about it.
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Get them to think about solutions, and how they could contribute
towards its resolution.  Work with them to find and implement the
solutions.

“WE DESERVE WHAT WE TOLERATE.”  - Those that are accepting
unacceptable conduct, service, or product, and are not doing anything
about it, they deserve what they are getting.  We all need to be
proactive and take positive, loving, caring steps to help improve
whatever we can improve.  Additionally, we need to challenge and
encourage others to join us in improving them.

Just imagine how our community would be like if everyone really
cared about each other, and worked to improve the community.  This
is possible.  You could be the catalyst to start this movement.  If you
sacrifice one hour of TV watching to work on some improvement
projects, you could make a big difference in your life and those
around you.
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Chapter 19: Vital Success Elements – Support

KCT Vital Success Elements – Direction and Foundation groups are
not enough to assure the success of a project or an important effort.
We need to have the persistence, commitment, and the will to setup
and implement a good support system.

The KCT Vital Success Elements - Support group consists of
Feedback, Control, and Support System; Rest & Relaxation; and
Energy.  Each one of these elements is vital to success.  If you do not
have a support system to meet your goals, commitments, team
needs, etc., you will not succeed.

Similarly, if you work very hard and do not rest, you will not have
opportunities to relax and get your body, mind, and spirit to
rejuvenate.  This will cause you to get stale and stop improving,
innovating, and eventually cause the failure of your projects.

If you have all the rest of KCT Vital Success Elements and you do not
take care of yourself to have the appropriate amount of energy, your
projects will fail eventually.

Feedback, Control, and Support System

Before driving anywhere, most of us know precisely where we are
going, what time we should be there, about how long it will take us to
get there.  We make sure we know the way, how much gas we need,
and so forth.  Once we start driving, we look ahead to assure we are
going the proper direction safely.  We check the gauges on the
dashboard to check the gas, our speed, engine temperature, etc.  We
check the rear and side view mirrors before making direction
changes.  When we see items on our way we direct the car around it,
and when we realize we are not going towards our destination, we
make appropriate changes to redirect us towards our destination.

If we do so much planning and we use the car's feedback and control
system for a short trip, such as going to work or to visit a friend, why
don't we do the same thing for the journey of our lives, or our
projects?

How many of us can precisely describe where we are going to be in a
few years?  What routes are we going to take?  How do we measure
our progress?  What are some of the elements of our feedback and
control system?
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In order to accomplish this we need to have a feedback, control, and
a support system.

I spend special quality time with myself daily, weekly and quarterly to
evaluate, redirect, and/or realign my life.  I also have a support
system that keeps me going in the appropriate direction, the direction
that is good for me, my family, my community, and the universe.
Please see how you can implement a feedback, control and support
system similar to mine.

Special daily quality quiet time alone

First find a place that is very quiet, serene, comfortable, have enough
light to be able to read and write.  If music does not distract you, have
some soothing music playing and make sure there is fresh clean air
there.  My favorite place is the beach.  If I do not have the time to go
to the beach to have this quality time with myself, I go to the park.  If I
cannot go to the park, I use my office at home.

Determine when is the best time for you to do this.  It is good to do it
first thing in the morning or before going to sleep.  During this special
quality, quiet time alone, do the following:

• Relax, take a few deep breaths, meditate and/or pray
• Make sure you implement a fun element (listening to

music, walking, and meditating are some of the fun
elements that I use around this time)

• Fill your behavioral feedback chart (discussed later on in
this section)

• Review and evaluate yesterday’s activities
• Review your weekly plan (discussed later)
• Plan today’s activities (or tomorrow’s activities if you are

doing this at night.)
• List, then prioritize them, as described earlier in KCT Vital

Success Elements – Direction group, Chapter 16.

Daily feedback - Behavioral Feedback Chart

Behavioral Feedback System is a great tool to help us start good
habits, break bad habits, or help us keep our commitments.  It is used
to provide the necessary daily reminders, proper daily feedback of our
actions.

It is a simple matrix.  It has the names of your habits and/or
commitments on the vertical axis and the days of the month on the
horizontal.  It should be posted on a wall, mirror or refrigerator, a
place where you could see it many times each day to remind you of
your commitment.  At the end of each day, or after you complete your
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commitments, place an “x” for those days you performed the
committed task, or your actual weight, or the number of cigarettes you
smoked or the number of push-ups you did.  If your commitment is a
weekly one, place a circle in the box that crosses the date column
and the task row.  When you complete it, place an “x” on it.

The chart below is a simple example.  As you can see, the first
column includes the tasks that need to be done.

This could be done one month at a time or weekly.  I use it monthly.
As you can see below, the first column includes the task or
commitments.  The second through 32nd column are for the 31 days
of a month.  Notice the x’s where I complete the tasks, and the
number of pull ups I did on the 1st and 2nd days of the month.  Weekly
plans are planned for those days identified with circles.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0

. . . 3
0

3
1

Fun element X X
Weekly plan o o o
Daily plan X
Pull ups 6 7

I use Microsoft Excel software to prepare my behavioral feedback
charts.

Special weekly quality quiet time alone

Weekly quality time alone is very productive.  Plan a minimum of two
hours each week to go to a special place for you and have a great
time alone.  Start with a fun element, review your last week’s
accomplishments, review your quarterly plan (discussed in the next
section), and plan next week’s accomplishments.

Use a form similar to the weekly planning form recommended by
Stephen Covey in his book titled “Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People.”  I used that form and modified it.  I have two forms, one for
my work and one for my home, they look similar to the following:

Role Projects/tasks Priority Day Remarks

This form has five key columns:

Role – This column includes my roles, such as husband, father,
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relative, friend, church member, etc.  My work form has the
roles of my work, such as facilitator, knowledge management,
innovation, expert systems, etc.

Projects/tasks – List the project or tasks to be accomplished during
the week.  The more specific you are the better.

Priority - Here I use the prioritization codes discussed earlier, A – for
vital, B – for important, and C – for nice to accomplish tasks.

Day - The day of the week you want or plan to accomplish it
Remarks – Additional comments or references go in this space.

I have my motto at the bottom of the page.  It is the following:

• Always focus and think about what is positive, pure, lovely,
true, good, right, and unseen.

• Dwell on the fine, good things in others and think about all
you can praise God for and be glad about.

• Keep applying all the good things you learn and facilitate
others to do the same.

Additionally, I have four elements for each week, that Covey calls
them “Sharpening the Saw”.  This is the seventh habit from his book
referred earlier.

S – Spiritual: Value clarification & commitment, study &
meditation

P – Physical: Exercise, nutrition, stress management
M – Mental: Reading, visualizing, planning, writing
E – Emotional/Social: Service, empathy, synergy, intrinsic

security

These weekly quality quiet times alone are crucial.  If you do these
properly and regularly, it will help you achieve the rest of your plans
much more easily.  Please make sure that you have fun during these
times.  If you do, you have better chance of doing it and eventually
making it a habit.

Some people might think that this is a very selfish act.  I disagree.  As
you take care of yourself and be good to yourself, then you will be a
better husband, relative, friend, colleague, boss, or employee.  Just
like it says in the bible, ‘love your neighbor as yourself.’  If you do not
love yourself you will not be able to love others.  You can not give
what you do not have.  Therefore, take care of yourself, have fun, and
create fun for others.

Special quarterly quality quiet day

Plan to spend about eight hours alone to have a great time quarterly.
Plan ahead to go to a special place where you feel you will enjoy,
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relax, be calm and serene.  Go to a place such as a special park,
special beach, or a mountain.  It could also be a special place in your
home.  One of the main requirements is being totally alone with no
interruptions.

During this special day start with a fun element.  You may go out to a
very special breakfast alone.  After the fun element review last
quarter’s achievements, items that you are proud of.  List them.  Then
look into areas where you could have done better.  List them and see
how you can improve them during the next quarter.  Review your
destiny roadmap and make necessary changes add more details.
Prepare your next quarter plans.  At the end, evaluate your day, list
some of the positive elements of the day and the areas that could
have been better.  Write down what you could do to improve it next
time.  Lastly plan for your next Special Quarterly Quality Quiet Day.

Support system

Many times we do not keep our own commitments to ourselves
because we do not have a good support system.  Peer alliance,
discussed earlier in the implementation section is one of the main
supports.

Another support system I use is called secret board of directors.
There are a few wiser, more experienced individuals in my life.  I see
them often to get advice and support.  They do not know that they are
my secret board of directors.  Some of them are younger than I am.
Most are older.

You can do the same.  Just look around and select one to three
individuals, people that you respect and they have positive influence
on your life.  Contact them at least monthly and just talk.  See how
they are doing, and ask for their advice on items you care about and
are involved in.  It could be as simple as a phone call or e-mail.  Most
individuals like to help others, especially when it is requested cordially
and they are not abused.

Other support systems are also required.  They all depend on the
project you are working on.  For example, if you are working on a
project to create more fun at work, your support system could include
your colleagues, management, the infra structure of the organization.
If the project is an introduction of a new software, the support system
could be the help desk, other users, documentation, etc.

Rest & Relaxation - Weekly day of rest

Rest and relaxation is the time when our bodies, minds, and spirits
renew and rejuvenate.  It is during these times, when we are not
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thinking about a challenge.  Many times this is the time when we
come up with new and innovative solutions.  How many times did you
wake up from your sleep with a solution that you did not have when
you went to sleep?

If we do not have at least one day off each week where we really rest
and relax, we will eventually get sick.  We will loose our interest in life
and we will be so serious that we will not be much fun to be around.
People will start avoiding us, or stop inviting us to share some fun
with them.  They will begin to realize that we are always working and
we do not make time for fun, rest, and relaxation.

God rested on the seventh day.  We in turn need to assure that we
are resting and refocusing our lives towards our goals weekly.  During
those Rest & Relaxation days you may want to do some of the
following:

• Conduct your weekly quality time with you on this day
• Sharpen your saw on this day (ref. “The 7 Habits of Highly

Effective People” by Stephen R. Covey
-  Spiritual
-  Physical
-  Mental
-  Emotional

• Do something you have not done before
• Go places where you have not gone before
• Don’t do chores on this day.  Chores should be done on other

days.
• Go to your church, synagogue, mosque, or temple
• Read a book outside of your normal area of interest or

profession

Use some of the creativity tools covered in idea generation area to
derive other ideas of rest and relaxation.  Then add it to this list, and
implement them.
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Energy

If we do not have energy, we will not be able to accomplish any of our
goals.  The more energy you have, the healthier you will be and will
be able to accomplish your goals, especially having fun at work.  If
your energy is so low, you will be weak, will not want to participate in
any fun activity, and therefore will not be fun to be around.

There are five basic areas to assure ourselves that we have enough
energy.

• Nutritious food - less fat, less sugar, more fiber
• Water - Drink eight (eight-ounce) glasses of water each day
• Regular exercise  - half hour of brisk exercise each day, some

stretching and muscle toning (weight lifting)
• Sleep – enough hours for your body.  Determine enough hours

by checking the hours of sleep you get on week ends when you
don’t have to get up to do anything.  Sleep until you feel like
getting up naturally, without any alarm.  After you check this for
some time, you will find the average time of daily sleep you need.
Some experts claim that most of us need at least 9 hours of sleep
each night.  I need about 8.5 hours.

• Breathing properly – There are so many books on breathing.
This is one exercise that I learned from Tony Robbins from one of
his seminars that I find very helpful:

1. Breath in
2. Hold for count of 20
3. Exhale for count of 10
4. Repeat about three to four times each time
5. Repeat the above at least three different times a day

When I first did this, I could not hold my breath to a count of 20.  Now
I can do it to the count of 60.

This exercise helps us use the lower lobes of our lungs.  Most of us
do not use these parts regularly.  Additionally, it helps us strengthen
our immune system.
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Chapter 20: Epilogue

We all have only 24 hours a day and only limited number of days to
live.  If there is a way to make these hours and days more
pleasurable and enjoyable, we need to apply it.  Since we spend most
of our times at work, let it be for some company, ourselves, or for our
families at home, we need to make it joyful, so that in turn, it could
positively effect the rest of our times and others around us.

My greatest wish and hope is that all of us apply all the good things
that we learn and facilitate others to do the same.  I do hope you
already started applying some fun items and made a few habits and
traditions to have more fun.  If not, please make an effort, apply them,
and see how it will change your life and the lives of those around you.

The following is a short list, checklist to help us find and apply some
fun element in our work life:

• Research results
• Cartoon use
• 50 fun ideas
• Celebrations
• Tools to generate fun ideas

1. Brainstorming
2. Two-word hierarchy
3. Force field analysis
4. Ideal solution method
5. Functions and attributes
6. Internal consultant
7. Automatic writing

• Implementation
-  Peer alliance
-  Destiny road-map

1. See, read, hear, listen
2. Think
3. Believe
4. Act

5. Make a habit
6. Shape your character
7. Shape your destiny

• KCT Vital Success Elements
-  Direction

1. Vision
2. Mission
3. Goals
4. Daily activities

-  Foundation
1. Fun / flexibility
2. Creativity/innovation
3. Teamwork
4. Leadership

-  Support
1. Feedback, control &

support system
2. Rest & relaxation
3. Energy

If this book helped one person make a habit of creating fun at work
and improving the productivity and the morale of others, all my efforts
and resource invested for the preparation of this book was well worth
it.  May God bless you and give you a peaceful and joyful heart.

If you have questions, comments, interested about KCT workshops, or want to share
some other ideas in creating fun at work, please do not hesitate to e-mail them to me at
bergevb@alumni.usc.edu   or send them to me at Knowledge Capture and Transfer
(KCT), 2131 Kallin Ave., Long Beach, CA 90815, USA
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Appendices

Appendix A: Books and Articles

301 Ways to Have Fun at Work, by Dave Hemsath and Leslie Yerkes,
Illustrated by Dan McQuillen

A Kick In The Seat Of The Pants  by Roger von Oech 1986, Harper &
Row,  New York, NY

A Wack On The Side Of The Head by Roger von Oech   1983 and
1990, Warner Books, New York, NY

All work and No Play Isn’t Good For Work, Psychology Today, March
1989

Anatomy of Leadership by Eugene E. Jennings, 1960, McGraw-Hill,
New York, NY

Awaken the Giant Within by Anthony Robbins,  1991, Fireside Book,
N.Y.

Building Fun in Your Organization by David J. Abramis, Personnel
Administrator, October, 1989

Chicken Soup for the Soul by Jack Canfield and Mark V. Hansen
Chicken Soup for the Soul, Second Serving by Jack Canfield and

Mark V. Hansen
Chicken Soup for the Soul, Third Serving by Jack Canfield and Mark

V. Hansen
Discover Your Destiny by Bill and Kathy Peel, 1996, Navpress,

Colorado Springs, CO
Excellence In Leadership by John White, 1986, InterVarsity Press,

Downers Grove, IL
Fun at Work, Understanding How to Have a Good Time and Still be

Productive at Work by David J. Abramis. Personnel Administrator,
November 1989

Fun At Work? Well, It Can Pay Off Big by Dave Murphy, Orange
County Register, October 11, 1999

Fun on Job No Laughing Matter by Patrick Ward Beiderman, Los
Angeles Times, August 30, 1987.

Giant Steps, Small Changes to Make a Big Difference, by Anthony
Robbins, 1994, Fireside Book, Simon & Schuster New York

How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie
Humor at Work, Harmony, Employee Health Letter, June 1998
Humor in Healthy Organizations by David J. Abramis, HR Magazine,

August 1992
In Search of Excellence by Thomas Peters & Robert Waterman, Jr.,

Harper & Row
Jesus CEO: Using Wisdom for Visionary Leadership by Laurie Beth

Jones, 1993, Hyperion, NY, NY
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Laff Break by Gene Mitchener, 1981, Rolling Productions
Syndications, Woodland Hills, CA

Lateral Thinking: Creativity Step-By-Step by Edward de Bono, 1990
Learning to Laugh at Work, The Power of Humor in the Workplace by

Robert McGaw, 1995, SkillPath Publications, Mission,  Kansas
Life Mapping by John Trent,Ph.D., 1994, Focus on the Family,

Colorado Springs, CO
Living The Life You Were Meant to Live by Tom Paterson, 1998,

Thomas Nelson Publishers, Nashville, TN
Make’em Laugh, Allen, Steven. Buffalo, NY; Prometus Books, 1993.
Man’s Search For Meaning by Victor E. Frankl, 1985 Washington

Square Press, Simon & Schuster Inc. New York, NY
Perfect Health by Deepak Chopra, 1991, Random House, New York,

NY
Principle Centered Leadership by Stephen R. Covey, 1991, Summit

Books, N.Y., N.Y.
Self Talk: Key to Personal growth by David Stoop, 1998, Baker Book

House Company, Grand rapids, MI
She’s Serious About Having Fun by Judy Hammond, Orange County

Register, October 7, 1999
Six Thinking Hats, by Edward de Bono, 1986
Skills for Success by Soundview Editorial Staff, 1988, Soundview

Executive Book Summaries, Bristol, VT
Success Is Never Ending, Failure is Never Final by Robert H.

Schuller, 1988, Bantam Books, New York, NY
The 7 Habits of HIGHLY Effective People by Stephen R. Covey,

1990, Fireside, N.Y., N.Y.
The Circle of Innovation by Tom Peters, 1997, Random House, NY
The Life You’ve Always Wanted by John Ortberg, 1997, Zondervan

Publishing, Grand Rapids, MI
The Living Bible, Paraphrased, Tyndale House Publishing, Wheaton,

Illinois, 1971
The NIV Study Bible, New International Version, 1985, Zondorvan

Publishing House, Grand Rapids, MI
The TAO of Leadership by John Heider, 1986, Batman Books, New

York, NY
Thinkertoys by Michael Michalko,     1991, Ten Speed Press,

Berkeley, CA
Thunderbolt Thinking: Transform Your Insight & Options into Powerful

Business Results by Grace McGartland, 1994, Bernard-Davis,
Austin, Texas

Top Performance by Zig Ziglar, 1987, Berkley Books, N.Y., N.Y.
Unconditional Life by Deepak Chopra, 1989, Bantam Books, New

York, NY
Unlimited Power  by Anthony Robbins, 1986, Fawcett Columbine,

N.Y.
What A Great Idea by Charles “Chick” Thompson  1992,

HarperCollins Publishers, New York, NY
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Wisdom of the Ages by Wayne Dyer, 1998, HarperCollins, NY, NY.
Your Key to Creative Thinking by Samm S. Baker, Banton , 1964

Appendix B: Seminars

a) Investment In Excellence by Louis Tice
b) Strategic Influence by Anthony Robbins
c) Unleash the Power Within by Anthony Robbins
d) Peter Lowe’s Success 1996 with Zig Ziglar
e) Creativity / Innovation Workshops by KCT

Appendix C: Web sites

Dilbert zone - http://www.unitedmedia.com/comics/dilbert/
Fun at Work day, April 6, 2000 - http://playfair.com/funatwork.html
Fun Trivia -  http://www.funtrivia.com/
Having fun at work  -

http://www.zdnet.com/zdnn/content/ylio/1009/151694.html
Humor Project - http://www.humorproject.com/
Joke wall paper - http://www.corporate-excellence.com/
Sharper Image’s Q Ball is a fun gift for everyone, from too-serious

executives to fun-loving students to playful kids -
http://www.sharperimage.com/

Work for the fun of it -
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/business/DailyNews/sbb_humor9
80528/index.html
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